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SUNDAY, JUNE THE FOURTEENTH
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-ONE




Walter N. King R. Keith Osterheld
Professor of English Professor of Chemistry
The carillon concert has been made possible by the 
generous contributions from the Coffee Memorial 
Fund, Mrs. Hugh Galusha, Jr., William Gallagher, the 
Western Montana Bank and other donations through 
the UM Foundation to restore the carillon.
The concerts before and after the exercises will be 





Dr. John C. Ellis, University Organist 
PROCESSION
The Colors, Marshals, Candidates for Degrees, the Faculty, 
Members of the Governing Boards, Guests of Honor, Deans, the President 
PRESENTATION OF COLORS
NATIONAL ANTHEM—David Heidel, Song Leader 
The Star Spangled Banner
O, say! can you see by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming, 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous flight 
O er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs hursting in air, 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
O, say, does that Star Spangled Banner yet wave 
O’re the land of the free and the home of the brave?
INVOCATION Reverend Frank Matule
WELCOME President Richard C. Bowers
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND AWARDS
Presentation of Candidates 
The Deans 
Conferring of Degrees 
The President
CHARGE TO THE CLASS President Richard C. Bowers 
SONG Montana, My Montana
Our chosen state, all hail to thee, 
Montana, my Montana! 
Thou has the portion with the free, 
Montana, my Montana! 
From shore to shore, from sea to sea 
Oh, may the name full honored be 
Symbol of strength and loyalty 
Montana, my Montana!
BENEDICTION Reverend Lynne Fitch
RECESSIONAL
Triumphal March Verdi
Dr. John C. Ellis, University Organist
The audience is requested to remain standing while the procession passes.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Some of the students whose names are listed on this program 
are candidates for the degrees and honors indicated. The 
appropriate degrees and honors will be awarded to the 
candidates who have successfully completed all requirements 
by the date of Commencement. Other students have been 
awarded their degrees at the end of summer, autumn, and 
winter quarters.
THE DEGREE OF ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
The candidates will be presented by Richard A. Solberg, 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
Stephanie Sterling Anderson 
Lori C. Campbell.....................
David Caraway .......................
Mark Fishel Carr ....................
David John Eckenweiler .......
Alice Ann Espinoza................
Myron D. Fair .........................
Mary Louise Fitzgerald.........
3Diane Marie Fogg ...................
Jonathan Peter Foulke............
’Brant B. Goode........................
Steven Phillip Jones ...............
R. Lee Kress.............................
Tuyen Ngoc Pham ..................
Steven C. Small ......................
Estelle Marie Starnes.............
Dee Shane Stevens .................
Gary M. Tremel ......................
Mary De Laurentis Wakefield 
’Joesph P. Warner ....................
Roylene Pearl White...............
’George Kenneth Wuerthner ... 
’James L. Zimmer .....................
................................. Missoula 
..............Twisp, Washington 






.......... Front Royal, Virginia 
.................................Missoula 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 






............................ Great Falls 
................................ Missoula 




’Degree Conferred August 8, 1980
’Degree Conferred December 19, 1980
’Degree Conferred March 20, 1981
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
The candidates will be presented by Richard A. Solberg, 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
ANTHROPOLOGY
Celia Gibson.................
Amy Joyce Henklein ....
With High Honors
Marla Mae Mahoney ... 
Douglas A. Melton..... .
With Honors
Lloyd C. Phillips ........
David Charles Schwab
With Honors 









Alan Basil Aukee................................................. Ironwood, Michigan





(also a major in Botany, with Honors]
Harold Dramstad ..................................................................... Kalispell
3Barry Ray Evans................................ Kennett Square, Pennsylvania
Paul David Farnham ...............................................................Missoula
With Honors
Carmen Leona Gisselbeck






Steven R. Volk ..................
..........................Missoula 










{also a major in Zoology, With Honors) 
Robert Carey, Jr......................
’Thomas B. Flowers...............
Lynnee Marie Hogan ............
(also a major in Biology) 
’Thomas John Murphy ..........
Elizabeth Caroline Schenk ..
’Martha Helen Scranton ......
Keith Dudley Thomson .......
Robert Jon Wagner ...............
David Norman Wear ............
With Honors
Thomas Lindsey Zavitz .......
Vershire, Vermont
................................ Havre 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
...........................Missoula
..... Kalamazoo, Michigan
........ St. Joseph, Missouri
.Grosse Pointe, Michigan





’Nicole N. Braida ........
With Honors
Eric Dean Ebel ............
With High Honors 
(also a major in Biology, With High Honors)
3Kurt Jason France.......................................
Candice Laura Gisselbeck ........................
Jon Howard Jourdonnais ..........................





Marc Edward Soderquist .........................
Frederick John Thiem................................
A. Michael West .........................................













James Daryl Clowes ................................................................. Glasgow
With High Honors
(also a major in Liberal Arts, With High Honors)
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
’Katherine M. Arbuckle .........................................Odanah, Wisconsin
With Honors
’Linda Jean Briggs.................................................................... Missoula
With Honors
Rose Marie Flynn .................................................................. Anaconda
With High Honors
Vicki Linn Fred ............................................................................Helena
With Honors
’Joan Eagle Goldstein ........................................................................ Lolo
With High Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS (Continued)
Julie A. Hanson...........
With High Honors 
Cynthia Bacon Harris . 
Akiko Honzawa ..........
Karen Leslie Olde .......
With Honors
Mary Colleen Rathman
With High Honors 
’Stephen Paul Ryan ...... 
Tamara J. Ryan ...........
With High Honors 
Sally Lizbeth Scanlon . 




.... Petoskey, Michigan 










’John Kenton Faust ..............
With Honors




Peggy Jeanne Harris ...........
With Honors








Janet Carol Siebert ..............












’Stuart David Vandel .................................................................. Billings
’Howard Frederick Woods ....................................................... Hobson 
’Leslie Ellen Woodward .......................... Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Henry Yuji Yoshimura ............................................. Chicago, Illinois 
With High Honors
(also a major in Economics-Philosophy, With High Honors)
ECONOMICS-POLITICAL SCIENCE
Brad Havlorson ...................................................................... Missoula
’Basil Andrew Pelensky........................................................Great Falls
’Scott Edward Sim ................................................................ Cut Bank
With Honors
’Gray Smith ................................................................ Cincinnati, Ohio
Baccalaureate Degrees
ECONOMICS-SOCIOLOGY
3Anson Alan Baker .................................................................. Missoula
John D. L. Lutz ..............................................................................Shelby
ENGLISH
Steven T. Anderson ...











(also Bachelor of Science in Health & 
Physical Education, With Honors)
3Peter Daniel Brown ................................................................. Missoula
(also a major in Liberal Arts)
Jane Louise Cotton.......................................
Michael Kent Eldrich ..................................
Norman Fjosse ..............................................











Jacqueline Kay Jakovac ..............................
With Honors
Lesley Jo Kettner .........................................
(also a major in Education)
’Debra Fern Larson......................................
















Michael Lawrence Lyons ......
Connie Sue Mahlum..............
With Honors


















’Peggy J. Miller .........................................................................Missoula
With Honors




Michael Lee Normand ..............................................................Missoula
Gary A. Parks .......................................................................Philipsburg
With High Honors
’Matthew Charles Pavelich ................................................Hot Springs
Neal Penney .................................................................... Reno, Nevada
2Janet Elizabeth Petersen .................................................... Culbertson
With Honors
’Monty Warren Pirtle ...........................................................Great Falls
’David Allen Severson ............................................................ Missoula
’Jeffrey Todd Springer ...................... ,...................... Edina, Minnesota
David Leroy Strong .................................................................Missoula
With High Honors




’Nicki Ann Dorich Wagner
Damian Michael Whalen ..




(also a major in History, With Honors)
Bonni Colleen Willows .................................................. Hungry Horse
FRENCH
Beth E. Bensch .........
’Patricia Ann Breen ...
With Honors 
’Mary Thea Cox ........
’Teresa J. Goggins.....
With Honors 
’Patricia A. Halverson 










Colorado Springs, Colorado 
....................Thompson Falls 






’Stephen B. Antonioli .....................................
With High Honors
Martha Elizabeth Apple ..............................
With Honors
(also Bachelor of Arts
with a major in Botany, With Honors)
Debora Poteet Campbell .................................... Mooresville, Indiana
Laura Ann Emmart...........................................Demarest, New Jersey
With High Honors
’Jon Jeffrey Erickson ..............
Leslie Ann Goldman..............
Gayle Ackerman Gosling ....
Steven P. Hartmann ..............
’Gregory S. Hilgendorf...........
’Ralph (Dan) McDaniels Hirst
’Aden B. Long ...........................







Donald William Reed ......................................Kirkland, Washington
Tara Lenore Sayles................................................................. Missoula
’Douglas Paul Vanetten ..........................................................Missoula
Justin Richard Ward........................................... Ft. Collins, Colorado
With High Honors
David Wayne Woolston .........................................Cascade, Colorado
GEOLOGY
Charles E. Ahrens.............
Christopher Carr Behan ... 
3James Martin Brady ........
Holly Jane Brandenberger 
With Honors
Bruce Henry Carter .........
Kim C. Christensen .........
Mark Anthony Cotter .....
Geoffrey Dendy................
3Steven Mark Dobos.........
2Ronald Brian Edwards ....
With Honors
’Mark W. Elison .................






......... Buffalo, New York 









’Kevin D. Feeback .............
2Peter E. Ford .....................
Timothy Charles Fox ......
’Michelle Carlisle Frodey ..
With Honors
’Susan Elaine Gray............
With High Honors 
’Wm. Robert Hammond....
Charles Matthew Hegman 
David Dean Hlebichuk ....
William R. Hoyerman......
’William J. Keis ..................
’Randall George Kreil.......
Joseph Mark Leimkuhler .
With High Honors
West Babylon, New York
...... Tacoma, Washington 









............ Deerfield, Illinois 
........ St. Paul, Minnesota 
.... Tonasket, Washington 
Haddonfield, New Jersey
(also a major in Forestry, With High Honors)
Russell L. Levens ...................................................
With Honors 
Michael Houston MacGuffin 
’Philip Joseph Massa..............





’Andrew Thomas Muha ........
’Allen S. Munroe.....................
Robert Cozzens Murray .......
Curtis E. Padilla ....................
’Melton Aaron Reasoner .......
With Honors
Bozeman













Mark Charles Robinson ....................................  Missoula
(also a major in History)
Harry Joseph Schweigert...................
Bryan E. Stepanek ...............................
With Honors
’Carter David Stewart.........................
Alan Dennis Stine ..............................
With Honors
Robert Lowell Stovall ........................
’Carl Celso Swisher III .................... .
James Fennig Townsend ....................
Timothy Charles Vosburgh ...............
Carol Ann Walsh .................................









....... Princeton, West Virginia 
.................Valparaiso, Indiana 
...................Lake Bluff, Illinois 







Shelda E. Maier ....................................................................... Missoula
With High Honors




2Kathleen Ann Morrison ...................................................... Missoula
With Honors
HISTORY
Julius Dirk Beccari ...................................................................Missoula
With Honors
3Derf Edward Bergman .................................................... Bath, Illinois
2Linda Ann Brown ............................................................ Tyler, Texas
With Honors
Susan Jean Buchel ...................................................................Missoula
With High Honors
Susan Marie Bulman.............................................................. Missoula
With High Honors 
Jami Lynn Davenport ....
With Honors




2Tara Ann Gallagher .....
With Honors
Newell Gough III ..........
’Cynthia R. Howard ......
Gary D. Kalkstein.........
With Honors













Jonathan J. Moench ........
’Gary William Myers ......
3John Lucian Nix ..............
Thomas Edward Powers .
Steven Lee Sammons .....
’Greg M. Schmasow ........
Jane Leslie Sherry...........
John Richard Waage .......





Louis M. Yovetich ..........
Uncasville, Connecticut















Lorita M. Foley ...............
Mark David Hoffman....






Stephen Patrick Sullivan 











Kristin Leigh Bergh ..............
Steven Edward Borstelmann 




Marlyann Marie Madson ....
With Honors
Oliver Franklin Marson......
’Janet May Mills ....................
M. Jane Redeau .....................
Tami Bishop Rhodes ............
With Honors
Lauri Jean Schultz ................
2Robert Douglas Sheppard .... 
With Honors
Anne Cutler Torrey ..............
With Honors
.............................. Hamilton 













David W. Amundson ............
Christopher Patrick Bisiar .. 
’Dorothy Jean Bridges ..........
2James Michael Brisendine ... 
’Christine M. Cates................
Kent Dion...............................
’Germaine White Dumontier 
’Pamela Ann Frasier..............
Greg L. Garnum ....................
With Honors
Leslie A. Gilden ....................
(also a major in English) 
’Cynthia Carol Granmo........
With Honors
Kirk D. Harlen ......................
’Hilary Hays...........................
With High Honors
Michael James McNulty .....
’Jeannine Meeds .....................
With Honors
Patricia Helen Molinaro .....
With Honors
’Paul Matthew Sharkey .......
With Honors




...New Orleans, Louisiana 
Federal Way, Washington 
......... Madison, Wisconsin 
.............................. Glendive 













Katherine Eileen Hightower................................................... Missoula
With High Honors
Daniel Leroy Kjelland ................................................................. Conner
(also a major in Computer Science)
Paul J. Lindley........................................................................... Missoula
Mary Therese Wolpert ...........................................................Anaconda
PHILOSOPHY
’David Quinn Bassler ................................................................Missoula
’Elizabeth A. Brennan ........................................................ Akron, Ohio
With Honors
Steven S. Carey ............................................................................Sidney
Martha Elizabeth Dille............................................................ Missoula
’Donald Lloyd Harris ................................................................Missoula
With High Honors
Ellen Hankinson Haskins ........................................................ Superior
With Honors
Ann Catherine LeBar.................................................................. Billings
With High Honors
Neil M. Leitch ..............................................................................Chester
’William Wesley McDorman........................................... Shoup, Idaho
’Dore Schwinden.....................................................................Wolf Point
Brian Craig Wohlin..................................................................... Billings
With High Honors
(also a major in Latin, With High Honors)
Baccalaureate Degrees
PHILOSOPHY-ECONOMICS
’William Rafael Henning Lake Metigoshe, North Dakota
PHYSICS
Helen M. Hart ..........................................................................Billings
With High Honors
Ronald Gary Jeppesen............................................................ Missoula
With High Honors
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Cheryl Rae Austin .........
Thomas Langdon Bell....
With Honors
James Andrew Bridge III






Staten Island, New York 
........................ Great Falls 
................................Helena
.................................Plains
(also a major in Geography)
Susan Kay Grebeldinger.........................................................Glendive
With High Honors
(also a major in Latin, With High Honors)
Sheila K. Guslander .............................................................Lewistown
With High Honors
’Janet Louise Halladay ........................................Lake Forest, Illinois 
’Thomas Ward Hilley .........................................................  Great Falls 
’Mark Wayne Mattioli.....................................................................Butte
With Honors
’Christopher Wayne McGinnis ....................................... Stevensville 
Randal James Foster Miller ..............................................  Great Falls 




.............................................................  Great Falls
(also a major in Journalism, With Honors)
’Patrick M. Pockat.........................................Oconto Falls, Wisconsin
Carolyn Ann Reardon ....................................................... East Helena
With Honors
Patrick Mark Risken ...................
Joseph Daniel Scanlon ................ 
David I. Silverman ...................... 
Donald J. Smith ............................ 
’Kathryn Moore Smith ................
(also a Bachelor of Science in 
Business Administration]
Dirk E. Sol ....................................
’Mark L. Stermitz .........................










’Alice Jeanette Sullivan ......................................................... Glendive 
’James E. Toft ..........................................................................Missoula 
’Jack Brian Uhde .....................................................................  Kalispell 




2Kevin Scott Daugharty .......................................Cheney, Washington
(also a Bachelor of Arts in Education)
Sharon Lee Green .........................................................Columbia Falls
With High Honors
’William Gustaf Johnson.......................................................Great Falls
’Randy S. Laedeke ........................................................................Billings
’Harvey L. Ottinger ..................................................................Missoula
POLITICAL SCIENCE-HISTORY
James Michael Ledakis ..................  Great Falls
Jeffrey Culligan Lubbers......................................................... Missoula
Guy Wesley Rogers .....................................................................Billings
With Honors
’Marcia Beebe Rundle ................................................................Glasgow
With Honors
(also a major in Philosophy, With Honors)
Erich Wickman.......................................................................... Missoula
PRE-MEDICAL SCIENCES
Terence Mac Calderwood 
With Honors
Doug Wynn Krehbiel ......
Timothy Jon Lessmeier ... 
With High Honors
’Don Stephen Shepherd ... 
Brent A. Smith .................
With High Honors
PSYCHOLOGY
Benedict Charles Albensi .........





Lynn Marie Bergvall ..................
Steven Ray Biondich ..................
Elliot Frank Blazek .....................
(also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Socioloev] 
’David F. Buck......................... ..





Gyda Swaney Guenther ............
(also a major in Sociology) 
Tim E. Knight...............................
























With High Honors 
Pamela Sue Obenchain 
Steven Wayne Ostwald 
Judy Mae Pfaff-Camp .
With High Honors 
’Rosemary Reagan ........
Ron L. Rierson..............
’Michael A. Robins .......
’Carmen T. Rosales.......
’William James Schmidt 

















Melodie Jayne Smith ......................................................
With High Honors
(also Bachelor of Arts
with a major in Social Work, With High Honors)
Kevin Otha Spradlin .............................................................Lewistown
With Honors
’David Bennett Stube ...............
With High Honors
Gail Annette Wallinga ...........
Gerald Theodore Warnken, Jr.
Dennis John Woody .................




.......... Emmett, Idaho 
............................ Butte
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Anthony Peter Kelson III ........................................................Missoula
With High Honors
Frances Marie Kuffel .............................................................. Missoula
(also a major in English)
Richard Burton Spaulding.......................................................... Helena
RUSSIAN
Jamie Lenore Jisa ................................................................Parma, Ohio
SOCIAL WORK
Diane Leona Arkava...........
Janice Marie Barger-Naylor 
Jane Elise Burnham .............
With Honors
Katherine M. Carl................
Michael P. Carlson .............
’Denise Lynn Creamer.........















Jennifer Ruth Green ............
John Scott Harris  ............ ,
Kim Lee Larsen ................... ,
Jane Frances Larson ............
With High Honors 





’Jennifer Ann Moulding ......
Susan Lea Nose ....................
Lori Ann Obereiner ............
Bonnie Dell Olmstead ........
’John Allen Parsons.............
With High Honors 
’Claire Leona Rubens ..........
With Honors
(also a major in Sociology, With Honors) 
’Dorothy Ann Sayler .........
Maryanne K. Scnretzmann 
’David B. Sweeney..............
Lucil Beverly Taylor ........
Callie Beth Thompson......
Susan Lynne Wilkins .......
With Honors
(also a major in Sociology, With Honors) 
Randy Wood ....................................................
With High Honors













Black Diamond, Alberta, Canada 
...................... St. Paul, Minnesota
Brady
............................ Great Falls 
...........Brooklyn, New York 
............................ Great. Falls 
....................................... Butte 









Tracy Lynn Beaver ................................
With Honors
’Charles Zartman Beckley .....................




Sherry Renee Ellis-Nixon .....................
With Honors
Kathleen Melissa Fleming ....................
Stefani M. Forster .................................
With High Honors
Ruth Joanne Hagman ............................
Theresa Ann Harned.............................
(also Bachelor of Arts
with a major in Political Science)
................................Billings 
San Francisco, California 












3Shanda I. Imlay .............................................
Viola M. LaMere ............................................
zEarl F. Mathers, Jr...........................................





(also Bachelor of Arts
with a major in Pre-Medical Sciences)
(also a major in Biology)
Sherry Jean Petrovich ...................................
With High Honors
’Arnold J. Plumage .........................................
Penny Jo Putnam ...........................................
’Juditn Marie Carter Scheier ........................





















’James Robert Seel..................................................................... Missoula
SPANISH




(also a major in Anthropology, With High Honors)
Jane Gregg ................................................. Sioux Falls, South Dakota
With Honors
’Nance Marie O’Brien.............................................. Duluth, Minnesota
With Honors
ZOOLOGY
Chris M. Andersen ...................................................................Missoula
Victoria L. Burnett............................................... El Cajon, California
David John Connor.................................................... Englewood, Ohio
Theresa Kathleen Conrath...................................................... Missoula
’Lynn E. Dennis......................................... Springfield, Massachusetts
With Honors
Christine Kay (Aspie) Dillon ...............................Aurora, Minnesota
With Honors
’Corrie C. Dorrington ............................................................Great Falls
With Honors
(also Bachelor of Arts





Kevin B. Elliott .......................
(also a major in Botany)
3Susan Grogan ..........................




’Susan Kay Kraft .....................
With Honors
’Curt W. McEwan ....................
With High Honors
’William Dunkin Norton ........
’Victoria C. Pickart..................
Patricia Ann Shrader .............
’Roger Norris Smith ................
John David Sveen ...................
With High Honors
Paul Joseph Watson................
(also Bachelor of Arts 







............. Fanwood, New Jersey 
Steamboat Springs, Colorado 









THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR 
OF SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY




Jeffrey Joe Monroe................................................................... Billings
,Sa7 £et.er?on ...................................................................... Missoula
Neal A. Quimby.........................................................................Bozeman
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Amanda Kim Atkinson .................................... .
With Honors
Clark P. Betts .....................................................
Frank M. Bunton................................................
With Honors
(also a major in Psychology, With Honors) 
Monique Estelle Casbeer .............
With High Honors 
’Martin F. Coleman, Jr....................
’Robert Sean Daley........................
Wanda Driscoll ..............................
Jennifer Marie Geering ................
2Alan Scott Gunderson .................
Stephen Kent Ham .......................
With Honors 
Serafim S. Loukas ........................
(also a major in Mathematics) 
Paul Theodore Marsh....................
Charles H. Merritt .........................
2Hiroko Mima ..................................
3John Dale O’Conner .......................
With High Honors 
Richard A. Poitras.........................
Carol L. Russell..............................
Gina Lynne Schmidt .....................
With High Honors
Thomas M. Swain .........................
Thomas Jasper Watson, Jr.............

























SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
The candidates will be presented by Paul B. Blomgren, 
Dean of the School of Business Administration
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
’Cordell Almond............................................................................. Sidney




’Colin D. Cole ..............................
With Honors
Zachary J. Dugdale ....................
Ronald David Everett................
’Cynthia Louise Hansen .............
With Honors
John Kenneth Hemstad .............
Steven Douglas Holm................
With Honors
Gregory Lee Howell ..................
Jerry L. Lehman .........................
2Merna J. LeLacheur ...................
Mary Helen McHugh.................
Mary Ellen Pancratz .................






Patricia Ann Rafferty ...............
2Paul Edward Sandvig ...............
Curtis E. Shaffer........................




Leslie S. Sweeney ......................
With High Honors
’James Joseph Toy III .................
David Brian Trefry ....................










...................... Great Falls 
...........................Missoula
............................... Polson 














...................... Great Falls 
....Spokane, Washington
..........................Browning 








Bruce Joseph Allen ...............
With High Honors
Marshall Charles Allen........




James Daniel Axe ..................
Bradley Craig Bakke ............
Elizabeth P. Beall...................
’Robyn Letz Beaulieu..............
Jon David Berg .......................
’Cynthia Ann Bergman .........
James Oscar Billey ................
’Denise A. Bingham ................
Ross Edward Blair.................
Loretta Gale Blanton .............
’Brian L. Boespflug .................
Carol Rose Boland .................
With High Honors
’Robert A. Bonato ...................






Robert L. Bristol ....................
’Donald Bruce Brown .............
Scott Douglas Browning ......
With Honors
James L. Brubaker .................
Christine Elizabeth Brummer 
With Honors
’Carl Richard Burgdorfer......
’Clifford Dean Burke ..............
Gary Dennis Burke................
With Honors
’Belle Clark Burrington .........
Patrick Jay Burt .....................
Wendie Magdalene Carlson ... 
’Carol A. Carpenter .................
Michael deVera Carriedo......
David Lee Christensen ......... .
With Honors
’Greg Edward Christensen ....
Evan Edward Clark...............
With Honors
Ronald Douglas Cole .............








.Fergus Falls, Minnesota 
............Elmhurst, Illinois 
.................................. Libby 
........................ Deer Lodge 































THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
J. Kirk Davies ............................
With Honors
Bob Gene Dellinger...................
Susan Kay Dellinger ................
LaMar Paul Detert....................
’Keith Alan Dickinson...............
J. Jon Doggett ............................
’James Francis Dolan.................
With Honors
Kevin Paul Dorwart ................. ,
3Laurie Jo Dowdall .....................
With Honors 





3Deloris Rae Duquette ................
With Honors
Raymond Jerry Dvorak ............
Bartly Alfred Dzivi....................
With High Honors 
J. Martin Edwards III................
With Honors
2Daniel L. Egeland.......................
Jean Allyson Elbert ...................
With Honors
’Kimberly Ann Ellen ..................
2William B. Engel ........................
2Denise Marie Evans ..................
With High Honors
Debra Jean Sloan Eve................
2Joseph Patrick Eve ....................
Charles Robert Falkner.............






Timothy Scott Fraley ................
’Marsha W. Franklin ..................
Kathy A. Frantzreb ...................
Roger French ..............................
Michael Raymond Froehlich .... 
’David M. Gale............................
’Melvin Garrett ...........................
’Cheryl Ann Gaudin ...................
’Joanne Kay Gilreath..................
Ronald M. Gleason ....................
With Honors
Fred J. Godbout, Jr......................
(also a major in Economics) 
’Christopher Stuart Gordon .....
....................................Kalispell 
............................. Three Forks 
.............................. Big Timber 
.................Ceylon, Minnesota 
................................... Missoula 





.............................. Great Falls 
................................... Missoula 
.......................... Elko, Nevada 
.............................. Great Falls








.............................. Great Falls 
.............................. Great Falls 
.............................. Great Falls 
.............................. Great Falls 
.............................. Great Falls 






......................... Dix, Nebraska 
................................... Missoula 
................................... Missoula 












2Kerry Lynne Hallin .................
With Honors
Vincent Gerard Hansen .........
With Honors
Warren Wayne Harper, Jr........
Kimberly Ann Harris ..............
(also Bachelor of Arts) 
with a major in English) 
’Leslie Stanley Harris III .........




Tab G. Hicks .............................
Steven Craig Hochhalter ........
Bonita Joy Hove ........................
Joseph Gerard Hughes ............
Susan Rae Hughes ...................
With Honors






Michael E. Johns ......................
David Robert Johnson .............
Kathleen Caryl Johnson .........
Marcia L. Johnson....................
’Michael P. Johnson.................. .
’Michael Wm. Johnson ..............
With Honors
Oke Ivar Johnson......................
Laure Lynn Johnston ................
With High Honors
George C. Jones .........................






Pete Raymond Karr ..................
’Mary Jo Kelley...........................
Margaret S. Kelly .....................
With Honors
Scott Edward Kelly ..................
Teresa Remington Kendall .....











........ Aberdeen, South Dakota 
...................................Wolf Point 
 Litchfield, Minnesota 
 Missoula 




 Dix, Nebraska 
..................................... Kalispell
................ Ironwood, Michigan 
...................................Anaconda 
..............La Crosse, Wisconsin 




.... Bernardsville, New Jersey 
............................................Butte
Lake Minnetonka, Minnesota 
........................................Billings 
.................................Great Falls 










THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Jeffery Thomas Konen ......
Dean Kopp ...........................
Jan Arthur Kostad ..............
Susan Lynn Larimer...........
Ruth Ann Lee ......................
Timothy E. Lee....................
With Honors
Deborah Suzanne Leib ......
Tathong Christopher Leung 
With Honors
2Charles V. Likes, Jr..............
3Lynn R. Lloyd.......................
’Richard C, Lloyd .................
’Mary Anna Lory .................
Ronald W. Lothspeich ........
Donald Steven Loveless .....
..................................................Butte 
......................................Great Falls 
................... Lignite, North Dakota 
......................... Albany, California 
.....................................St. Ignatius 









(also a major in Economics-Political Science)
Andrew Eric Lubar.............................. Port Washington, New York
2Roger C. Lundin .......................................................Redford, Michigan
With Honors




2Mark Ray Matsko................................................ .
With High Honors
(also a major in Economics-Political 
Science, With Honors)
Clayton John Mattson ............................................
Linda L. May ............................................................
(also a major in Interpesonal Communication, 
With Honors)
Mary K. McCann ........................
With Honors 
2Tim Ronald McCauley ...............
With Honors
Colleen Marie McGrath .............
’Eugene Peter Meegan .................
Pamela Willison Meismer..........
With High Honors
’William Thomas (Tom) Mellor ., 
Alyce I. Miller..............................
With Honors





















William Gary Morgan . 
Julie Elaine Morrison .. 









THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
2Janet M. Murdoch.................... Kelowna, British Columbia, Canada
With Honors
Eric Winston Near .........................................................................Helena
With Honors
2Thomas Herbert Neils.....................................................................Libby
3H. Ray Neumiller............................................................................ Havre
With Honors
Alan R. Nielsen............
’Steven C. Norris ..........
Timothy Barry O’Leary
Toni J. Ogg ...................
With Honors
Keith Earl Ogren..........
Janet R. Peterson .........
With Honors
John F. Peterson.....................
Tammy Carol Peterson ........
With Honors
3J. Thomas Philipps ................
James Patrick Pickens...........
Timothy J. Pontrelli...............
Michael Daniel Powers ........
2Toni Liane Pullum .................
With Honors
’Bradley L. Rafish ...................
’William A. Rasor, Jr................
Mary Cecelia Reevis..............
3Craig A. Richlen ....................
2Darr William Riggert.............
Miriam Ricards Rock ............





William Joseph Schindele, Jr. 
Russell Dean Schmittou.......
Daniel R. Schrock ..................
Dale Norman Schuman ........
Patrick Walter Scott..............




John P. Skaggs ........................
2Duane Emerson Smith, Jr......
Mark Irwin Smith .................
’Timothy Alan Snyder ...........
With Honors


































Silver Spring, Maryland 








THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
’Anthony Wayne Stevens ........................................................ Missoula
’Laurie Ann Stevenson............................................................. Missoula
Leslie A. Stoltz............................................................................... Valier
(also Bachelor of Arts with a major in
Political Science-History)
’Daniel J. Strizic................................................................................Butte
’Patrick Mark Sullivan ................................................................... Butte
’Susan D. Swandel ....................................................................Missoula





Kent line Taylor .........................
Scott Taylor .................................
With Honors
Johnny H. Tennant .....................
’Stephen R. Terrell ......................
’Dennis Michael Thomas ............
Joseph Patrick Thomas ..............
’Allen Lawrence Thompson.......
Frederick Alec Hugh Thompson 
Robert Michael Thornburg .......
William Lewis Toner..................
’William Roy Tromly...................
Roger Lee Tulberg ......................
With Honors
Laurie M, Ugrin ..........................
Max J. Van Heel..........................
Gary A. Van Voast.....................
’James Elliott Van Woy...............
Donald Joseph Vaskey ...............
’Gail Lynn Verlanic .....................
’Barry Keith Voytoski .................
With High Honors
’Edwin R. Wakefield, Jr................
’Vicki Ann Warp ..........................
’Edward Alan Watt .....................
With Honors
Michael R. Weiler .......................
William Wiley Welch...................
Timothy Patrick Wells ...............
’Lisa Lee Weniger..........................
With Honors
Michael Allen White ...................
’Rockney Thomas White .............
’Susan K. Wieglenda ....................
With Honors
’Gregory Duane Wiggins..............




.............. Indianapolis, Indiana 





























............................... Great. Falls 
................................Lewistown
 Joseph, Oregon 




THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
3Bruce Andre Williamson...................................................... Great Falls
With Honors
Barbara J. Wilson............................................................................. Terry
With High Honors
2John Leslie Wood .................................................................... Miles City
With Honors
Dianna L. Woods....................................................................... Missoula
2Patsy Lee Shaw Zaske .................................................................. Ronan
’Mark William Zumpf .............................................................Miles City
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
The candidates will be presented by Albert H. Yee, 
Dean of the School of Education
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN EDUCATION
Robert William Absher 
With Honors
(also a major in History, With Honors) 
’Scot Wallae Akers .......................................
Deborah Ann Allen .....................................
’Karen Allen Anderson ................................
With Honors
zRobert Arthur Anderson ...........................
’R. Dean Bagley.............................................




3Myra Jean Bauer ..........................................




’Darlene Denise Billingsley ........................
’Kathryn Ann Blaylock ................................
With Honors 
Laura Lee Boehler .. 




Richard Edward Bourne .. 
3Mae J. Boyd-Crawford ....
With Honors
Kim Briggeman .................
Elisabeth Vail Brooks .....
(also a major in Art) 
’Tracy Ann Bruggeman ....
Roberta Warrick Chism ... 
’Julia Eva Crowley.............
With Honors





’Karen Zimmerman Durgin 
With High Honors
John Q. Dye .......................
.................. .....................Kenny Lake, Alaska











Olds, Alberta, Canada 




................................... Rapid City, South Dakota
.................................................................Whitefish






















2Lori Jo Forness ....................
3Karen Jo Freeman ...............
Neal Freitas .........................
’Randa K. Froebel ................
With Honors
Mary Sue Galford...............
2Barbara Lynn Gaynor .......
Robert Michael Gittings .... 
With Honors
2Laurie Lynne Greenlief .....
Karen Marie Grothen .........
3Keri Ann Wolfe Guess ......
With Honors
2James William Hard ...........
Marla E. Hargrove..............
With High Honors
2Juanita M. Hilton Hirschi .. 
Robert T. Hislop .................
With High Honors
Sharon Beck Holsapple .....
David Greg Holst................
With Honors
2Michael N. Ingham .............
’Kathleen Manley Iverson .. 
3Holly Hutcheson Jasperson 
’Patricia Ann Jatko..............
’Russell Scott Jenkins .........
Cynthia Kae Johnson..........
Dawn Goodheart Jones .....

























....Coral Springs, Florida 





3Kim Marie Kivinen....................................................................... Geyser
With Honors
3Clarence Walter Knutson......................................................... Kalispell
2Lynn Mickel Koeppen ..............................................................Missoula
With Honors
Alice Marie Kump .....................................................................Kalispell
’Larry L. Lackner ....................................................................... Missoula
Kevin Michael Larson ..................................................................Helena
Perry Logerstedt ..................................................................Three Forks
With Honors
Gina Rae Loveland ...................................................................Cascade
’Sharon Elizabeth Lowry .........................................................Missoula
With Honors
2John Douglas Lyle..................................................................... Missoula
With Honors
’Linda Ann Mahon................................................................. Harlowton
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN EDUCATION (Continued)
’Elizabeth Anne Marcott . 
With Honors
Malcolm W. Marcus ......
2Shirley Marsenich .........
Kimberly Bea Mason .....
With Honors 
’Bonnie C. Mateka ...........
With Honors
Christine Lee McLeod .... 
With Honors
Cynthia Norman Micheli 
’Paul William Mickelson . 
2David James Miller........
2Garrett Richard Miller ...
With Honors
’Gerrie Lynn Miller ........
With Honors
3Leah Louise Mitchell .....
(also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Sociology) 
’Dolores Marie Nelson ................
With High Honors
Jane Susan Nicholas...................
Catherine A. Nielsen ..................
Darrell Wayne Nygard...............
Alice Patricia Orman .................
2Gerard Ouellette .........................
Christine Dawn Patterson ........
2Patricia Ann Peck........................
With High Honors
2Arthur R. Peter, Jr......................................................................... Eureka
2Janice L. Peterson .....................................................................Corvallis
2Sharon Loreen Peterson.......................................................... Missoula
Andrea A. Phillip .....................................................................Missoula
With Honors
2Mark Alvin Popham................................................................ Hamilton
Linda Jean Posivio............................................................... St. Ignatius




2Holly Pontious Raser .
With High Honors
Susan Marie Ray ..............
With Honors
3Mary Elizabeth Robertson
Kay M. Sagmiller .............. 
With Honors
Julie Ann Samson .............
With Honors
2Rene Estell Sandvig ........































THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN EDUCATION (Continued)
’Dennis L. Schneiter .............
Denise Lynn Schottlaender
With High Honors 
Sandra Jo Selvig ..................
With Honors
Patrick G. Shannon .............
’Constance Marie Skousen .. 
2James Robert Snedigar, Jr. . 
2Ann R. Sneed ........................
Tracy Spencer ......................
With Honors
Mary Jane Stark ..................
With Honors
Betty E. Stevens...................
2Sharon Candie Stevens .......
2A. Campbell Stringer ..........
3Jody Lynn Stromberg ..........
With Honors
’Timothy Arthur Taylor ......
2Mark Andrew Thane............
With Honors
Ronda Tolley Thomas .........
With Honors
Trenton Terry Thomas .......
’Michael Allen Tomlinson .... 




’Teena Jo Whalen ...................
Patricia Ann Skelton Wick .. 
Patricia Rae Wicks ...............
Geraldine Billie Williams .... 
’Raymond Terrence Williams 
Donald Lee Woolridge, Jr......
Charles M. Yankus...............
William J. Zabel ....................























.Rapid City, South Dakota 
............................ Manhattan 
.....................................Huson 
.... Philadelphia, Michigan 
... White Plains, New York 
................................Missoula 
Medical Lake, Washington 
................................Missoula 
.........Damascus, Maryland
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN HOME ECONOMICS
2Kelly Marcyanna Ball ...............................................................Missoula
With High Honors
Christine M. Bauman ......................................................... Stevensville
2Sandra J. Beck....................................................................... Deer Lodge
With Honors





THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN HOME ECONOMICS (Continued)
Janet Kathryn Deegan .... 
With Honors





Tamara Jones Harbison . 
Joan Valerie Hora Kuehn 
With Honors




Patrick D. Rice ................























THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION






’James A. Cavanaugh ................
Paul Robert Dissly ...................
With Honors
’Frederick William Esposito, Jr. 
Scot Alan Ferda ........................
With Honors
Allen George Green..................
Judy L. Harner ..........................
Scott Dean Johnson ..................
With Honors
Joseph Patrick Keuhlen............
’Netta Marie Kohler ..................
’Jane Emeline Lammers .............
Susan P. Landis ........................
Debra Kay Lund........................
Mary Ann Christine Mancini.. 
Jennifer Lynn Medland ............
With High Honors 
’Pamela Jo Miller .......................
.......... Sepulveda, California
..................................Hamilton 
....................... Juneau, Alaska 
............................... Anaconda 
...............................Lewistown 














THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION (Continued)
Susan Marie Mocabee....
2Beverly S. Nash ...............
William J. Patera..............
2Eugene M. Popovich .......
Peter J. Rapkoch ..............
Wanda Rae Raschkow....
With High Honors
’Samuel George Richter ... 
2Paul A. Riley ....................
Gary T. Ritter ..................
’Sheri Lynn Sautter ..........
’Kurt Matthew Spencer ..., 
’Deborah Marie Stone ..... .
’Maureen Wallace Thomas
With Honors















THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN HOME ECONOMICS
Harold (Harry] Aubert ............................................................ Milltown
Linda Elizabeth Bangs .............................................................Inverness
With Honors
Mary Lynn Fillmore ................................................................... Florence
Starla Marie Hodges .......................................................................Joplin
With High Honors
Margaret Zoe Kilbourne ............................................................. Billings
With Honors
’Deborah Lee Raunig ..............................................................Great Falls
With Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
The Candidates will be presented by Kathryn A. Martin, 
Dean of the School of Fine Arts
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
ART
2Stephen W. Johnson ................................................................Whitefish
Sharon (Jones) Keen................................................................ Hamilton
’Steven Leuthold ........................................................................ Missoula
With Honors
’Mercia Kelsey Moltz ..............................Williamsport, Pennsylvania
’Barbara Willing Schreckenghaust ..................Anaheim, California
With Honors
3Ruth M. Schwarz...............................................Hazelwood, Missouri
’Rainell Carol White Shirt ........................................................... Hardin




With High Honors 
’Stephen G. Buck ........













THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
ART
Otto E. Abahazy III .......
Roy Carpenter .................
John Richard Ferriter ....
Patricia Emily Galloway 
Dian Lillian Godfrey .....
....Oil City, Pennsylvania 
..............................Missoula 
.....................................Butte 







2Jorma A. Laakso ..............
Richard Loel McCoy.......
2Ellen Rae Nawrocki.........






’Susan Cummings Taylor 
Ellis E. Terrill .................. 
Susan S. Vincent .............
2Allen Brown Woodard ....
With High Honors
................................Missoula 
.... Guilderland, New York
................................Missoula 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
..............Chesterland, Ohio 










2Bridget Dolores Berg ...
With Honors
’Jean Christopherson .... 
With Honors
Catherine M. Clinch .... 
With Honors
..Monrovia, Maryland 




’Diana Muriel Cole .........





2Brenda Jean McDonald ..
2Dianne M. Meier .............
James P. Moholt ..............
With Honors
Steven Eugene Scheitlin 
With Honors




















Daniel Ray Lange.................................................................... Missoula
With Honors
Timothy Lee Meier ..................................................................... Conrad
With Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF 
MUSIC EDUCATION
CHORAL AND INSTRUMENTAL CONDUCTING 
AND GENERAL MUSIC




’Patrick Kevin Quinn .............................................................. Missoula
With Honors





The candidates will be presented by Benjamin B. Stout, 
Dean of the School of Forestry
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF 
SCIENCE IN FORESTRY
Paula Marie Allegrini ......
’James L. Anderson.............
’Robert M. Barker ...............
’Tracy Backes Beck ............
John H. Billeter ..................
Rexford Sydney Blazer, Jr. 
Charles Gregory Boyd......
Daniel Mathew Brandborg 




Kevin Kent Chappell ........
David Michael DelSordo ...
’Annette M. Deyling ..........
’Michael Thomas Donachie 
’Keith E. Dowling ...............
Brenda A. Dunn .................
Robert W. Dunn, Jr.............
’Walter Wheat Dunn..........
’Timothy Joseph Egan .......
David D. Ellis.....................
With Honors
(also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in Botany, With Honors)
’William David Ensign ...................................
William A. Fischer.........................................
Gerald L. Galligan........................................
’Gary James Glynn .........................................
Carla J. Groenke ............................................
With High Honors 
David Edward Holden
......... Fort Thomas, Kentucky 
.................................Miles City 
South Glens Falls, New York 
.............Rochester, Minnesota 
.....................................Missoula 









....... Manchester, Connecticut 
.....................................Missoula 
................Lead, South Dakota 
............Westport, Connecticut 
















William T. Konlbrand ...
Scott Lance Kuehn..........
Risa Gayle Lange............










THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN FORESTRY (Continued)
Mark Francis Madden.........
’Randolph D. F. Malahowski
Edwara Lynn Mann ............
With High Honors 
’Brian Edward Manning ......
’Donald J. Mansius ...............
With High Honors 
Joseph Allen Markowich, Jr. 
Francis John Maus...............
Timothy D. Mayer ...............
With High Honors
Fred J. McCartney ................
Dianne Marie McElreath ....
Geoffrey M. McNaughton ....
With Honors
(also a major in Botany, With Honors)
Peter Marvin Mellbom.................................Clarendon Hills, Illinois
With Honors
’Damian M. Murberg.......
Lawrence Kevin Nichols .
’Michael O’Connor...........
Monica Patricia Olmos ... 
Garry Allen Oye ..............
Brion Jay Peterson..........
Mark Patrick Pierson.....
Douglas R. Raden ...........
Gregory P. Reineke.........
With High Honors
Edward Joseph Reiser, Jr. 
’Robert Michael Rich.......
Margaret M. Rogers .......
With High Honors




’Timothy L. Schroeder ......
’Joseph Denis Scianna.......
With Honors
Jamie Lynn Sellar .............
Lynne Withycombe Sholty 
Steven Wayne Sorensen ...
With Honors
’Stacy Catherine Stierman
Paul John Sturman ...........
With High Honors
Michael Alan Swanson....
’Cynthia Anne Tencick .....
With High Honors
’Kenneth Howard Thacker 
With Honors









 Dallas, Texas 
........ Indianapolis, Indiana
....Norwood, New Jersey 
.... Orange Park, Florida 
....Santa Ana, California 
..San Marino, California 
........ Naperville, Illinois 
.......... Casper, Wyoming 




.. Santa Rosa, California 
Schenectady, New York
.......................... Missoula 
..... Trenton, New Jersey 
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
..............Salina, Kansas 
Trumbull, Connecticut
..... Worland, Wyoming 
........................ Missoula 
.................... Great Falls






THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN FORESTRY (Continued)
Mark David Tomer.....................................................Cincinnati, Ohio
With High Honors
’Thomas Josepn Volk ......................................... Hague, North Dakota
Ellen Creigh Wagner .......................................Lyme, New Hampshire
’William Warekois ....................................Weymouth, Massachusetts
Patrick John Wilson ........................................... Coeur d’Alene, Idaho
’John H. Woods ....................... Castlegar, British Columbia, Canada
With High Honors
Vance Traphagen Yates..................................Riverside, Connecticut
3Lori Carleen Yocum................................................Steubenville, Ohio
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
RECREATION MANAGEMENT
Mary Jo Allen....................
Lori Kay Anderson ...........
With Honors
2David John Baker..............
2John Robert Beaupre .......
With Honors
Diane Alison Bergstein ....
With Honors
3Paul David Bohan.............




2Marvin Randall Davis, Jr. 
Sheila M. Downey ............




2Mitchell K. Grunwald .....
Joyce Ann Harms..............
3Gary Erhardt Hehn .........
Suzanne Sharon Ivison ....
3Nina F. Koch .....................
3Susan Ruth Lucachick ....
Suzanne Elizabeth Martin
With High Honors 
’Eveline T. Micone....................
John J. Mohorcich ....................




..........................Green Bay, Wisconsin 
East Grand Forks Rapids, Michigan
............................Coronado, California 
............................. Lake Forest, Illinois
............Longmeadow, Massachusetts
......................Minneapolis, Minnesota 
......................... La Mirada, California 
................................................. Missoula 
...............................Mundelein, Illinois 
........................... Hockessin, Delaware 
..............................Bartonville, Illinois 
....................................................Billings 






........................... Appleton, Wisconsin 
......... International Falls, Minnesota 
........................... Fargo, North Dakota
....................................... Butte
Albuquerque, New Mexico




THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
RECREATION MANAGEMENT (Continued)
’Sara Tufano........................................... West New York, New Jersey
With High Honors
John L. Wachsmuth ..................................... Bergenfield, New Jersey
2Martha Hilary Wetsel ................................... Upper Arlington, Ohio
With Honors
Lee Philip Yelin ..................................................... Whitefish
With Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
RESOURCE CONSERVATION
Jill Kathleen Abbott .... 
Lori Ann Allar ............
2Gary Lee Benes ...........
’Robert Scott Carson .... 
’Michael V. Cole ............




Paul A. Moore ..............
Robert Francis Rivey ... 
Debbie Lynn Waltari ... 
Richard E. Weideman ...
......... Modesto, California 
... Minnetonka, Minnesota 
.............Antigo,. Wisconsin 
.Walnut Creek, California 
..............................Gardiner 
................ Cincinnati, Ohio
Silver Springs, New York 









Claudia Lynn Barescu ...
’Gary William Baxter ....
Robert Alex Baxter.......
’John Leonard Brooks II . 
Newman V. Brozovsky .
With Honors
Dennis W. Chudy..........
Peter Lindlay Clarkson .
With Honors
Kevin Craig Cooper ......
With High Honors
Kevin L. Crisp ................
Henry Turner Demmons
.Oelrichs, South Dakota 
.......... Elizabeth, Illinois 
............. Vienna, Virginia 
.............. Carmei, Indiana 
Webster, Massachusetts 
...... Oakland, California 
....Spokane, Washington
.......... Deerfield, Illinois 
............................Winfield
........ Beaverton, Oregon
......... Lawrence, Kansas 
..........................Missoula
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
WILDLIFE BIOLOGY (Continued)
Leroy W. Drake, Jr.......
3Jeff Alan Duerre..........
David Ray Ellis ...........
Steven W. Fisher.........
Nancy J. Fleming .......
Pete F. Fromm .............
With High Honors 
3Mark Anthony Gaub .. 
3Lois Marlene Gibson ..
With Honors
Nancy Halstead ..........
With High Honors 
3Jon Malcolm Hansen ..
Jon Kevin Heggen ......
Robin Lynn Hompesch 




Darlene Anne Lavelle . 
2David Ward Lockman
With Honors
Bogdan T. Lubinski ......................................................... Findlay, Ohio
Michael J. Madel.....................................................Glen Ellyn, Illinois
(also majors in Botany and Zoology)
’James Frederick Mapledoram ................................................ Missoula
2Marc R. Matchett......................................................Lawrence, Kansas
With High Honors
(also a major in Botany, With High Honors}
Daryl Spencer Molton...................................Springfield, New Jersey
2James F. Morrison ..........................................................Fairborn, Ohio
2Kerry Martin Murphy......................... Hacienda Heights, California
With High Honors
3Dwight Alan Nahinurk .......................... Devils Lake, North Dakota
2Janet Mary Nelson........................................ Vancouver, Washington
(also Bachelor of Science in Forestry)
Karan Murray Newman.......................... Keystone Heights, Florida
(also a major in Zoology)
’David Gerard Nigh...............................................Kirkwood, Missouri
With High Honors 
2John Meyer Noll................
Glenn Jonn Pearson.........
Stephen Harold Porter ....
James R. Remes .................
Charles Valdez Rodriques 
Brian W. Sanborn ............
Andrew Gary Schenk .....
Mark B. Schollenberger ... 
2Michael Stephen Sickles .. 
3Jay C. Smitley ...................
Ronald A. Snyder ............
2Ronald Lynn Spoon .........
With Honors
................................. Missoula 
..... Kenmare, North Dakota 
.... Sudbury, Massachusetts 
................................. Missoula 




.............. Corning, New York
........ Marshfield, Wisconsin 
..Sioux Falls, South Dakota 






....Bowman, North Dakota 
...... Spokane, Washington 
......... St. Paul, Minnesota 
................................. Dayton 
................. Chicago, Illinois 
............................Buck Lake 
.. Orchard Lake, Michigan 
.............................. Missoula 
......... North Canton, Ohio 
.... Reading, Pennsylvania 
................................... Laurel
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
WILDLIFE BIOLOGY (Continued)
Marla Renee St. Clair..........
Charles J. Stoner, Jr...............
With Honors
Robert Eric Vore ...................
With High Honors 
3Ronald Dean Wadsworth, Jr.
With Honors
Thomas M. Weaver ..............
David Joseph Weber .............
Ronald C. Whitmoyer...........
’Candice Marie Wolff ............




....... Saint George, Utah 
...........................Missoula 
...... Olmsted Falls, Ohio 





The candidates will be presented by Philip J. Hess, 
Representative of the Dean of the School of Journalism.




(also a major in Forestry)
’Lee Ann Cumley ............................................
With High Honors






(also Bachelor of Arts 
with a major in English, With Honors)
’Jill Elizabeth Eichhorn ..................................
(also a major in German)
Steven Allen Grayson...................................
Lynn D. Gross .......................................... ......
With High Honors





(also a major in Liberal Arts)
Cathleen Kradolfer .........................................
Syracuse, New York 













(also a major in History-Political Science,
With Honors)
Vanessa M. Ceravolo Kuntz .................................................... Kalispell
Gregory Alan Lakes ...................................................... Fairfield, Ohio
With High Honors
Donald R. Lewis, Jr............................................Cedarburg, Wisconsin
Steven E. Macheledt................................................................... Billings
With Honors
Awarded Posthumously
’Dennis P. McCloskey .............................................................. Missoula
William Harold McLean.......................................St. Paul, Minnesota
Terry Lee Messman-Rucker ...............................................Great Falls
With Honors
Brad Gerard Newman ................................................................. Helena
With High Honors
(also a major in Political Science-History,
With High Honors)
’Lynette Yvonne Nickel ...........................................................Missoula
With Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN 
JOURNALISM (Continued)
Daniel J. O’Boyle  ....................................................................Kalispell
With Honors
’Michael R. Oldham..........................................................................Libby
(also a major in Business Administration/management)
Diana Lynne Pellegrini ...........................................................Anaconda
Natalie Lynn Penick ........................................Middletown, Maryland
(also a major in Political Science)
Robert Lovell Pnillips ....................................................................Ronan
With High Honors
Alan Ira Rosenberg ...............................................................Missoula 
With High Honors
Linda Marie Salas-McLean ............................... St. Paul, Minnesota
Jessica Ann Sall ..................................................... Omaha, Nebraska
With Honors
Daniel Burton Slothower 
Stephen Stovall ............... 
Stephen C. Stuebner .......




Mark Frederick Thompson ..................................................... Billings 
Susan Wailes Toft .....................................................................Missoula
David Gerald Townsend ...........................................................Bozeman
Toni Marie Volk ........................................................................Missoula
Conrad Erhardt Yunker ...........................................................Hamilton
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN RADIO-TELEVISION
’Thomas Max Dwyer .... 
John Edward Gauer ..... 
David Handel ............... 
zKari L. Kammerzell ....








Mercer Island, Washington 
........................... Great Falls
With Honors
Kevin Donald Maki ...............................................................Corvallis 
Darrel Frank Mast ................................................................. Glendive
With Honors
’Eddye McClure .........................................................Pasadena, Texas 
With Honors
Shane Douglas Morger ..................................................... Fort Benton 
2J. S. Orndorff ............................................................... Columbia Falls 
Margaret-Mary Bernadette Schaefer .................................Livingston
With Honors
John William Tisdell ......................................................... Great Falls
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY AND 
ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES
The candidates will be presented by Philip Catalfomo, 
Dean of the School of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Elva W. Bowling ........
Robert R. Boyes ..........
3Suk Ching (Lily) Choi 
Christine L. Congdon .
With Honors
Ramona A. Heiland ....
With High Honors
3LouAnn M. Kirk.........
Cynthia Kay Powers ..
.........................Missoula 
Sacramento, California 





THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN MICROBIOLOGY
Steven Hugh Bixby ...........................................................Stevensville
Brad Waddell Burnett ................................................................ Billings
With Honors
Kenneth Anthony Crawford.................................................Browning
Richard J. Czarnecky............................................. Queens, New York
Lori Ann Darlington....................................................................... Butte
With Honors
Kathleen Marie Dwire............................................................ Whitefish
3James C. Howell............................................................................Helena
Kathleen Keller ..................................................................West Glacier
Sheila Eileen Kovacich ........................................................... Missoula
Valerie Gene Kuntz ..................................................................Glendive
With Honors




With High Honors 
Monica Suzan Nakamura 
Linda Diane Nitz.............








(also a major in Medical Technology, With Honors)
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN MICROBIOLOGY (Continued)
Joseph Michael Snyder .............................. ,........................... Missoula
(also Bachelor of Arts
with a major in Political Science)
Mark E. Wilson ......................................................................... Missoula
Donald Robert Wolford........................................................Great Falls
(also Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology)
Linda Bandelier Yoshimura......................................................... Dillon
With Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN PHARMACY
Gary A. Alexander ..............
2Dana G. Baker..................... .




2Candice Amsler Brilz .........




Bruce William Dobney .......
2Mark E. Eichler....................
James E. Ellingson ...............
Kristy Marie Farago ............
Danette Leary Feuling........
Robert Paul Haugo ..............
2Dennis Lloyd Heggem ........
2Nancy Reisdorph Hoffmann 
Michael Scott Johnson .......






Lisa Marie Lundgren ...........
With Honors
2Lance J. Lundstad .................
2Nita Marie Marceau .............
With High Honors
Donald Wayne McFarlane ... 
Steven Wayne Normand .....
Todd Richard Overton ........
Clinton F. Reynolds..............
David Richard Runkel.........
.......................... St.. Regis 
................Fillmore, Utah 















....... Balboa, California 













THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN PHARMACY (Continued)
Michael Alan Sherpe .
With Honors
Jean L. Siebert............
Donald Ray Smith ....
John Vincent St. Peter 
’Gregory A. Stoick.....
Russell D. Symbal ....
With Honors 
2Nicholas M. Thennis . 
Helen Marie Tocher ... 














’Donald O. Danell .......................................
'Terry LeRoy Guptill..................................
With Honors
(also Bachelor of Science in Health & 
Physical Education, With Honors)
Leslie Ann Hendrickson ..........................
Lynne Marantette .....................................
With Honors

















The candidates will be presented by Raymond C. Murray, 
Dean of the Graduate School
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
’Irfan Ahmed Akhtar .......................................... Islamabad, Pakistan
B.A. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1979
Christopher John Allen ...................................San Carlos, California
B.A. in B.Ad., University of Portland, Oregon, 1974
John W. Balsam............................................................................Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
’James A. Bunyard.......................................................Atlanta, Georgia
B.S. in B.Ad., Auburn University, Alabama, 1972
Twila L. Bishop Burdick...............................................................Brady
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1972
Bradley W. Butler ...................................... Grove City, Pennsylvania
A. B., Grove City College, Pennsylvania, 1976
Jay Courtney Cavendish ............................................Cincinnati, Ohio
B. S., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1975
’Kelvin R. Coppock......................................... Miami Springs, Florida
B.S., U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado, 1974
Paul J. Curtis........................................................Roseville, Minnesota
B.A., College of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1977
Norman Dollhopf......................................................................Missoula
B.S., Michigan Technological University, Houghton, 1975
Joseph Brooks Dooley ....................................... Harriman, Tennessee
B.S., Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville, 1970
’Thomas Vincent Flanagan, Jr.................................................Missoula
B.A., Denison University, Granville, Ohio, 1974
Nancy C. Foust ............................................................................. Helena
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1972
’Judith Anne Friman.............................................................Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
’John Baker Gibson....................................................................Missoula
B.M.E., M.M., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1968, 1969
Bryon Michael Gold ..................................................Denver, Colorado
B.S. in B.Ad., California State University, Sacramento, 1975
Thomas Arthur Hartrick, Jr............................................... Stevensville
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1970
’Alberta L. Horn..................................................................... Great Falls
B.S. in Med. Tech., Creighton University, Omaha, Nebraska, 1956
Timothy P. Jackson ......................................Piscataway, New Jersey
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1979
’Gerald Wayne Johnson .............................................................Chinook
B.S. in Bus., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
’Orson J. Jordan ................................................ Hollywood, California
B.S., California State Polytechnic College, Pomona, 1974
Edward J. Kelly................................................................................ Butte
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1976
James William Kirlin...........................................................Great Falls
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Florida, Gainesville, 1976
Dennis R. Klaus ........................................................................Missoula
B.S., Pennsylvania State University, University Park, 1970 
2Michael R. Klawitter...............................................................Missoula
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1979
’Michael R. Klinkhammer............................................................. Ronan
B.A. in Econ., Carroll College, Helena, 1974
Michael J. Knorre.............................................. Spokane, Washington
B.S., Washington State University, Pullman, 1971
John Robert Ladysh..................................................................Missoula
B.S. in B.Ad., Bowling Green State University, Ohio, 1974 
2John C. Lowry ....................................................Green Bay, Wisconsin
B.S., Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville, 1969 
3Nancy Ann Lynch........................................... New Buffalo, Michigan
B.A., Michigan State University, East Lansing, 1978
3John Peter McGlenn Mabie ...................................................Missoula
B.B.A., Roanoke College, Salem, Virginia, 1971
Bryan Lavar Mangum ............................................................ Missoula
B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1969
Lyndon C. Marshall.............................................................Great Falls
B.S., College of Great Falls, 1978
Guy Laverne Martelle ..................................................Galena, Illinois
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, Colorado, 1978
Patricia Ann McCarty.................................................... Austin, Texas
B.A., St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1967
William Patrick McGlynn .............................................................Butte
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1980
2Joseph Louis McGrath ......................................... Adelphi, Maryland
B.S., University of Maryland, College Park, 1976
2Richard W. McKinney.......................................... Lacey, Washington
B.A., Washington State University, Pullman, 1973
3Dean Philip McVey ............................................................St. Ignatius
B.S. in Ag. Bus., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1975 
’Thomas A. Miller .................................................. San Angelo, Texas
B.B.A., Angelo State University, San Angelo, Texas, 1975
Lori Jo Morin.............................................................................Missoula
B.S. in Pharm., University of Montana, 1976
Van Allen Morse....................................................... Lewisville, Texas
B.B.A., North Texas State University, Denton, 1968
Gary D. Myllymaki ..............................................................Great Falls
B.S. in Pharm., University of Montana, 1967
V. Neal Nikolaisen ...................................................................... Helena
B.A., Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1971
’Erik Nilsen-Moe...............................................................Oslo, Norway
B.S. in B.Ad., Institute of Business Administration,
Oslo, Norway, 1969
John E. O’Connor ......................................................................Missoula
B.A., Manhattan College, Bronx, New York, 1974
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Kevin Patrick O’Neill................................................Bowie, Maryland
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
William Jeffrey O’Quinn .....................................................Great Falls
B.S. in B.Ad., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1976
'Marcia Lingel Painter ..............................................................Missoula
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1975
zHouston Hardin Polson ...................... Iron Station, North Carolina
B.S. in Textile Chem., North Carolina State University, Raleigh, 1975
Richard Eugene Prins......................................... Webb City, Missouri
B.S.C., University of Louisville, Kentucky, 1977
Frank A. Reynolds, Jr....................................Kenne, New Hampshire
B.S., University of New Hampshire, Durham, 1975
'Gary W. Richter........................................................................ Bozeman
B.S. in B.Ad., Franklin University, Columbus, Ohio, 1967
2W. Richard Roth .................................................................... Big Sandy
B.S. in Micro., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1975 
'Dean Manning Schroeder ........................... Minneapolis, Minnesota
B. of Meeh. Engin., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1974 
Joseph Henry Seipel............................ South Milwaukee, Wisconsin
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1980
Margaret C. Sogard .............................................................Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
William R. Squires ..................................................................Missoula
B.B.A., Valdosta State College, Georgia, 1976
2Homer A. Staves.......................................................... Polson
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1961
'Dawn G. Stratton ................................................................. Wolf Point
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1979 
’William P. Sweeney .....................................Minneapolis, Minnesota
B.S., St. John’s University, Collegeville, Minnesota, 1968
William Richard Sykes .......................................................... Kalispell
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
’Vernon Leroy Thisselle...........................................................Chester
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
James Lawrence Thomas ....................................................... Chinook
B.A. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1976
Tyrone L. Throop.....................................................................Maxville
B.S. in B.Ad., California State University, Sacramento, 1976
■Kenneth B. Ver Gowe...................................Cedar Grove, Wisconsin
B.S., Wisconsin State University, Oshkosh, 1971
’Leonard N. Walker .....................................................Atlanta, Georgia
B.A., University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, 1969
'Philip J. Weisner .......................................New York City, New York
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1978
Thomas Jay Whitacre ...................................Richland, Washington
B.A., Washington State University, Pullman, 1976
Timothy Ray Whitacre.................................Kenniwick, Washington
B.S., Washington State University, Pullman, 1976
’Pui Ching Winnie Yim ................................................................ Helena
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1979
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES 
AND DISORDERS
zJanet Lynne Dige..................................................Carpenter, Wyoming
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
2Cynthia J. Kollofski........................................... Fairmont, Minnesota
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
2Christine A. Merriman...................................... Hopkins, Minnesota
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
2Christine Marie O’Leary ........................................................Anaconda
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
3Sheila R. Pratt............................................................Adrian, Oregon
B.S., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1976
Carol Christine Ramsey...........................................Portland, Oregon
B.A., University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1974
’Lorna Mae Stauffer ....................................Calgary, Alberta, Canada
B.S., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1978
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION
’A. Daniel Adcock...........................................................Holt, Michigan
B.A., Michigan State University, 1975
’John Amundson ........................................................................ Kalispell
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
’Mickale C. Amundson..................................................Columbia Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1973
Harry L. Axtmann ................................................................ Wolf Point
B.S., College of Great Falls, 1965
2Joan Knipp Baker................................................................ Stevensville
B.A., Western State College of Colorado, Gunnison, 1962
Roberta R. Barrett ....................................................................... Helena
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1961
2Lyle W. Barringer ..........................................................................Darby
B.S., Rocky Mountain College, Billings, 1964
’Alvin Dean Bergman ...........................................................Philipsburg
B.S. in Educ., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1974
’Jane Marie Billstein ...............................................................Missoula 
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1969
’Gene A. Boschee .................................................................... Glendive
B.S. in Educ., Valley City State College, North Dakota, 1965
Jackie Bowling .......................................................................Missoula
B.S., Northern State College, Aberdeen, South Dakota, 1973
Mae J. Boyd-Crawford ...........................................................Browning
B.A., B.A., in Educ., University of Montana, 1979, 1981
’Joyce Terry Brant ........................................................................Libby 
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1966
’Carol Joanne Brett .................................................................. Missoula
A. B., State University of New York, Albany, 1968
Fred Bull ...........................................................................................Butte
B. S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1962
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
EDUCATION (Continued)
Zennith A. Calf looking ......................................................... Browning
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1979
'Malcolm John Clewes.......................... Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada
B.S., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1967
'Clinton Wayne Collins .......................................................... Whitefish
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1959
Elinor Fay Collins.......................................................................... Havre
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1967
'Mary Ellen Cote.......................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1972
'Peggy M. Daue .........................................................................Missoula
A. B., Gettysburg College, Pennsylvania, 1971
2Shirley M. Day.........................................................................Missoula
B. A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1971
Norma Ellen Fitzgerald Denny .............................................Choteau
B.S., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1969
"Lemuel H. Elway, Jr..........................................Hoquiam, Washington
B.S. in H.P.E., University of Montana, 1969
Julia Enman ........................................................................................Hall
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1966
'Peder H. Espeseth....................................................................Missoula
B.S. in Educ., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1973
'Kelly W. Evans .............................................................................Libby
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
'Judy B. Everett..............................................................................Helena
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1973
'Judith C. Fenton............................................................................Helena
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1967
Patricia J. Fine ..........................................................................Kalispell
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1970 
"Michael John Flanagan .......................................................Drummond
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1968
2Jeanette Foy........................................................................................ Lolo
B.A., Southern Oregon College, Ashland, 1969
'Anthony Charles Gallegos .................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
"Thomas Daniel Gillen .............................................................Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1974
"Garry A. Gottfried .............................................................Stevensville
B.S. in H.P.E., University of Montana, 1973
'Harriet M. Griffing...................................................................Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1966
2J. A. Roland Guedo............................... Athabasca, Alberta, Canada
B. of Educ., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1965
"Aleta Ann Haagenstad.............................................................Brockton
B.S. in Elem. Educ., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1973
'Robin L. Hamilton ................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
'Camille Davenport Haynes ................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
'Darleen S. Hjelmseth ..............................................................Missoula
B.S. in Educ., Minot State College, North Dakota, 1970
Rick W. Hohman...................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
EDUCATION (Continued)
’Annhild Tini Sandomir Horner ......... Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
B. of Educ., University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 1973 
’Norval Alec Horner.............................. Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
B.S., B. of Educ., University of Saskatchewan, Canada, 1961, 1967 
’Billie Edward Houchin..............................................................Somers
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1977
’Mildred A. Hubber .........................................................................Arlee
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1970
’Stephen A. Jennings ........................................................... Deer Lodge
B.A., University of Montana, 1972
Wilma Van Scherpenzeel Jensen.............................................Choteau
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1966
Cal L. Johnson .........................................................................Missoula
B.A. in Educ., Wayne State College, Nebraska, 1969
2Carol Cross Juneau................................................................ Browning
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1974
3W. Stanley Juneau ................................................................. Browning
B.S. in Rehab., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1974 
’Barbara Jean Kelly ................................................................ Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1973
Conrad La Fromboise ............................................................Browning
B.A. in Educ.. University of Montana, 1980
’William Jay Lambeth.............................................................Glendive
B.S. in Sec. Educ., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1967
Theresa I. Love ..................................................................... Townsend
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1970
2Barbara Homsy Luthin ........................................................Kalispell
B.A., University of California, Los Angeles, 1959
2Robert Joseph Malyevac ...............................................................Libby
B.S. Sec. Educ., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1963
2Roger Preston McClure ..............................................................Polson
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1972
’Mary Octavia McKay .........................................................Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1967
’Harriet K. McKenna .................................... Helena
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1975
Sheelia Miller........................................................................... Superior
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1973 
’James Allen Moulds ....................................................Columbia Falls
B.S. in Educ., Black Hills State College, 
Spearfish, South Dakota, 1963
Daniel James Mullan ....................................................................Victor
B.A., Wittenberg University, Springfield, Ohio, 1969 
3Jamila Naru ..............................................................................Missoula
M.A., University of Punjab, Pakistan, 1978
’Eunice Maureen Newcomb...................................................Missoula
B.S., North Dakota State University, Fargo, 1972 
’Rosemary Jean O’Neil ........................................................... Missoula
B.S. in Educ., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1974
’Ellen Dee Otero .................................................................. Stevensville
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1972
’Michael D. Owen .....................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1973
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
EDUCATION (Continued)
James L. Palmer .... ................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1968
’Walter J. Piippo........................................................................ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
Patricia J. Dillon Price ................................................................... Avon
B.A. in Educ., Fort Wright College of The Holy Names,
Spokane, Washington, 1960
’Roger P. Richmond .......................................... Hawthorne, California
B.A., University of Montana, 1972
Thelma O. Robertson ................................................................. Shelby
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1970
’Kathryn M. Robinson................................................................. Helena
B.S., University of Wisconsin, La Crosse, 1964
’William Paul Robinson ................................................................Polson
B.S. in Educ., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1969
Lois A. Sharp ...........................................................................Browning
B.A., University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington, 1977 
’Lorraine Mallo Sharp .........................................................Hot Springs
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1970
Deborah Magee Sherer...........................................................Browning
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1977
Nellie Rosalyn Midge Sherman ................................................ Conrad
B.S., College of Great Falls, 1971
Robert D. Smith ..................................................................... Anaconda
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1978
’Gloria Gail Stephens.............................................................Missoula
B.S. in Elem. Educ., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1971
’Julia Ann Stillman .............................................................. Lewistown
B.S. in Elem. Educ., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1971
’Jerry Lee Stone......................................................................... Missoula
B.S. in Sec. Educ., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1968
2Mary Ann Mullally Strothman.......................................................Lolo
B.S. in Phys. Educ., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1970 
Ellen Isobel Swift .................................................................... Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1971
’Shirley Rae Torgerson ............................................................Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1969
Penny Dickinson Underwood ....................................................Libby
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1973
Sandra L. Walle ..................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1968
Kristine R. Weinhold ....................................... Saint Louis, Missouri
B.S., Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg, 1977 
’Charlotte Stockard Whitehead...............................................Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1971
’Antoinette T. Wilkerson ....................................................... Missoula
B.S., Grand Valley State College, Allendale, Michigan, 1969
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FINE ARTS
ART
'Mary Conner .........................................................Seattle, Washington
B.F.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1977
'Neil Edward Feather ....................................... Sharon, Pennsylvania
B.F.A., Pennsylvania State University, University Park, 1978 
’Gordon Einar Ferguson................................. Oyen, Alberta, Canada
B.F.A., University of Montana, 1979
Patricia Forsberg ................................................Salt Lake City, Utah
B.S., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1967
'Steven Leonard Greenquist ................................. Galesburg, Illinois
B.S. in Educ., Illinois State University, Normal, 1971 
M.A., University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1977
Dennis David Kern ......................................................................Hardin
B.S. in Sec. Educ., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1976 
Stephen Lamar Morse ................................ Brookhaven, Mississippi
B.F.A., Memphis Academy of Arts, Tennessee, 1979
Mel (Mary Ellen) Watkin ............................. Boston, Massachusetts
B.A., Bennington College, Vermont, 1977
’Susan Star Wylie.....................................................................Missoula
B.F.A., Syracuse University, New York, 1972
CREATIVE WRITING
’Sharman Jean Apt ....................................................Phoenix, Arizona
B.S., University of California, Berkeley, 1976
Ralph R. Beer ............................................................................... Clancy
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1970 
Candace Lee Black .................................................................. Missoula
B.A., California State University, Chico, 1977 
’Laurie Blauner.......................................... New York City, New York
A. B., Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, New York, 1974
'Gary Joseph Cook....................................................................Missoula
B. A., University of Montana, 1978
Barry Kitterman....................................................Ivanhoe, California
A. B., University of California, Berkeley, 1975
Patricia Ann Maclnnes .................................... San Diego, California
B. A., San Diego State University, California, 1977
Sara Lisa Miller ............................................... Falls Church, Virginia
B.A., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1978 
'Pamela Lynne Rice .........................................................Dallas, Texas
B.A., Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, 1978
’Daniel Ezra Shapiro ......................................... San Diego, California
A. B., San Diego State University, California, 1977
Laurie Lamon Vernon............................................................. Missoula
B. A., Whitworth College, Spokane, Washington, 1978
DRAMA
’Rolf Timothy Carlson .............................................................Missoula
B.S., Kearney State College, Nebraska, 1974
Graduate Degrees
DRAMA (Continued)
Christopher Thomas Frandsen ................................Davenport, Iowa
B.A., St. Ambrose College, Davenport, Iowa, 1977
2Patricia Lynn Henry.......................... N. Huntingdon, Pennsylvania
B.A., Lock Haven State College, Pennsylvania, 1977 
Bruce W. Hopkins .........................................Ellensburg, Washington
B.A., Central Washington State College, Ellensburg, 1969
Philip I. Peters ........................................................... Phoenix, Arizona
A. B., Humboldt State College, Arcata, California, 1976
Steven A. Schwartz......................................Massapequa, New York
B. A., State University College, Oswego, New York, 1973
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FORESTRY
Robert R. Seibert ................................................Allenspark, Colorado
B.S., Pennsylvania State University, University Park, 1969
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Kim Williams ............................................................................
B.S., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1944
Missoula
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC
PERFORMANCE
Charles E. Miller.......................................................................Missoula
B.M., North Texas State University, Denton, 1967
’Cynthia Marie Muller ..........................................................Great Falls
B.A., College of Great Falls, 1976
’Margaret Lund Schuberg ..................................Salt Lake City, Utah
B.A., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1978
’Dewayne Singley ......................................................Powell, Wyoming
B.M., Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1974
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
MUSIC EDUCATION
2Karen Wicks Haughey .................................................
B.M.E., University of Montana, 1976
John Schuberg ...............................................................
B.M., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1977
........... Chester
Salem, Oregon
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Lynette F. Brouwer................................................... Tyler, Minnesota
B.S., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1974
Patrick Bernard Edgar .................................................................. Basin
B.A., University of Montana, 1980
Ellen C. Gilliam ...................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1973
Eugene F. Huntington ................................................................Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
Stephen D. Huntington ..............................................................Butte
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
2Krongran Kanchanabhogin...................................Bangkok, Thailand
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1978
2Sheryl D. Motl .............................................. Minneapolis, Minnesota
B.S., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1976
Michael G. Shields ............................................................... Anaconda
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1974
Eric Chandler Trimble ..................................................................Libby
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE 
FOR TEACHERS OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
3Thomas Edward Perrigo..............................................................Laurel
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1975
3Kelly W. Taylor ........................................................................Colstrip
B.S. Sec. Educ., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1974
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE 
FOR TEACHERS OF CHEMISTRY
2Theresa A. K. Petersen ................................................................Havre
B.A., Mount Saint Mary College, Newburgh, New York, 1963
'Rose Marie Lanes Steiner............................ Montevideo, Minnesota
B.S., Pacific Lutheran University, Washington, 1969
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE 
FOR TEACHERS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
2James Claron Fuller  ............................................................. Missoula
B.S. in Phys. Educ., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1969
Dale W. McNally .....................................................................Florence
A.B., University of California, Berkeley, 1973
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY
2Michael Francis Crowley........................................................ Missoula
B.S., Fordham University, Bronx, New York, 1976
Stephen Harnos ............................. Upper Saddle River, New Jersey
B.S., Albright College, Reading, Pennsylvania, 1977 
Donald D. Rebal, Jr................................................................ Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1973
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Gael N. Bissell ................................................. Wilmington, Delaware
B.A., Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, 1975
Robert A. Boldi ................................................... Lynn, Massachusetts
B.S., Boston College, Massachusetts, 1974
3Jan Kenneth Flaharty ............................................................. Missoula
B.S., University of Maryland, College Park, 1976
Jane K. Fritz ............................................................................. Missoula
B.S., Michigan State University, East Lansing, 1972 
'Laura Kay Fujii.....................................................Berkeley, California
B.S., College of Idaho, Caldwell, 1975 
Elizabeth Annemarie Goossens ...................... San Diego, California
B.A., University of California, San Diego, 1978
Jonathan Motl ...............................................................................Helena
B.S., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1970
Jennifer Anne O’Loughlin ......................................................Missoula
B.A. in Jour., University of Montana, 1973
’Robert A. Russell.....................................................................Missoula
B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1969
William A. Stikker ................................................................. Missoula
B.A. in Jour., University of Montana, 1977 
’Chester H. Wneeless, Jr............................................. Ft. Worth, Texas
B.S. in Agr., New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, 1974
FORESTRY
Virginia Knowles Graham................... North Hollywood, California
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1977
Gregory J. Josten........................................Sioux Falls, South Dakota
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1978
Graduate Degrees
FORESTRY (Continued)
Darrel R. Kautz ........................................................................ Missoula
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1978
2Kelsey Stephen Milner.......................................................... Hamilton
B.A., Washington State University, Pullman, 1968
William James Nemeth.......................................................... Missoula
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1971
Nancy E. Richardson................................. Wahpeton, North Dakota
B.S., North Dakota State University, Fargo, 1977
Charles Edward Spitzner, Jr................ Green Cove Springs, Florida
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State 
University, Blacksburg, 1969
David M. Stone ............................................Leicester, Massachusetts
B.S.F., University of Montana, 1978
2Evelyn Wedl-Sibbernsen .........................North St. Paul, Minnesota
B.S. in Res. Con., University of Montana, 1976
GEOLOGY
Jonathan M. Achuff..........................................Ruidoso, New Mexico
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
’William Carl Beyer ................................... Wakefield, Massachusetts
A. B., Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, 1975
’Bruce Edward Castle............................................. Madera, California
B. A., Fresno State College, California, 1972
C. Carey Cossaboom ...............................................................Missoula
B.S., Florida State University, Tallahassee, 1976
’Carolyn Lorraine Edmond ......................Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
B.S., Colorado College, Colorado Springs, 1976
John Peter Grotzinger ................Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania 
B.S., Hobart College, Geneva, New York, 1979
James Robert Harrington ......................................... Reston, Virginia 
B.A., Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1978
John Powell Herrlin, Jr...............................Garden City, New York 
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
Carl Huie ......................................................... Menlo Park, California
B.A., University of Montana, 1974 
Awarded Posthumously
Milo James Johnson....................................... Smithtown, New York
B.S., Wheaton College, Illinois, 1978
Peter Perry Johnson ................................. Wellesley, Massachusetts 
B.S., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1974
Marcia Elaine Knadle ..............................Maple Valley, Washington 
B.S., University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington, 1975
Jerry H. Kogan .........................................................................Missoula
B.A., Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, 1969 
E.D.M., Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1972
Stephen T. Luthy .......................................Bashing Ride, New Jersey
B.A., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1977
Peter Watson Rankin ...................................... Spokane, Washington
B.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1976
Graduate Degrees
GEOLOGY (Continued)
Sheila Marlene Roberts ..........................................................Missoula
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1970 
2Lawrence R. Shore  ............................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1975
Gerald M. Jed Thomas ........................................... Boulder, Colorado
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1978
Susan Marie Vuke ................................................................... Missoula
A. B., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1973
3Terence Anthony Webster......................................................Missoula
B. A., University of Montana, 1977
Michael Lee Wilson .........................  Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
Maria Leigh Young....................................................Mobile, Alabama
B.S., University of Southern Alabama, Mobile, 1978 
Gerald A. Zieg..................................................White Sulphur Springs
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
MICROBIOLOGY
David Bruce Bauer............................................. Rochester, New York
B.A., University of Rochester, New York, 1976
2Judith Rose Seerup Kelly........................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1963
Nancy Wilson Newcomer .................  Libby
B.S., Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, 1975
Daryl Scott Paulson ............................................................. Great Falls
B.A. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1972 
Franklin L. Pollari .......................................................................Billings
B.S. in Micro., University of Montana, 1978
3Kathryn Martin Remington.................................................. Missoula
B.S., Whitworth College, Spokane, Washington, 1978 
William Thomas Tino ............................................................Hamilton
B.A., Rutgers College, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1977 
Margaret Vivian Williams..................................Lakewood, Colorado
B.A., Colorado College, Colorado Springs, 1978
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Darcy Anne Chambers ......................................... Boca Raton, Florida
B.F.A., University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida, 1977
’Gary Alan Michael Koroluk..................... Calgary, Aiberta, Canada
B. of Phys. Ed., University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 1971 
Herbert J. Matter III.............................................. Naperville, Illinois
B.A., Yale College, New Haven, Connecticut, 1975
B.A., Illinois Benedictine College, Lisle, Illinois, 1975 
’Maxwell Kay Zaugg ................................... Stirling, Alberta, Canada
B. of Educ., University of Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada, 1977
RECREATION MANAGEMENT
Kathryn Anne Stapleton.......................................Villa Park, Illinois
A.B., Augustana College, Rock Island, Illinois, 1974
Graduate Degrees
RESOURCE CONSERVATION
Christopher Sharum Ashby .......................... Okmulgee, Oklahoma
B.A., College of The Ozarks, Clarksville, Arkansas, 1966
Stephen W. Barrett .................................................................Missoula
B.S., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1977 
RURAL TOWN & REGIONAL PLANNING
Ali Adibi........................................................................... Tehran, Iran
M.S., Pahlavi University, Tehran, Iran, 1969
Margaret Hazelwood Clark .............................Georgetown, Guyana
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
’Kristina Haus Schwartzman........................................... Stevensville
B.S., University of Kansas, Lawrence, 1970
M.E., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1975
WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
Steven W. Albert ....................................................................Missoula
B.A. University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1966
B.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1977 
Gary Whiteside Burnett......................................Woodstock, Illinois
B.S., University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, 1977 
’Thomas W. Butts ...................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1970 
Paul Joseph Conry .................................................................Missoula
B.S., Arizona State University, Tempe, 1974
2Derek Johnson Craighead .....................................................Missoula
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1972
2Dennis E. Daneke...................................................................Missoula
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1977
Pamela Rae Knowles .............................................................Missoula
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1977
Leonard L. Kopec ...................................................................Missoula
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1978
John Francis Lehmkuhl .....................................Fullerton, California
B.S., Humboldt State University, Arcata, California, 1974
John Clement Malloy, Jr.........................................................Missoula
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1977 
’Michael Gerard McDonald ...................................................Missoula
B.S., University of Portland, Oregon, 1975
’Mark E. McNay ......................................................Pittsburg, Kansas
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1977
Sandra Lynn Mosconi ..................................  Missoula
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1973 
Thomas Andrew O’Neil .............................................. Sylvania, Ohio
B.A., University of Toledo, Ohio, 1974
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1978
’Jill Parker .............................................................................. Missoula
B.S., Yale College, New Haven, Connecticut, 1977
Michael James Rabenberg ...................................................Missoula
B.S., South Dakota State University, Brookings, 1978 
Harrie Wheaton Sherwood ........................... Centerport, New York
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1974 
’Dennis Lamar Sizemore ....................................Cheyenne, Wyoming
B.S. in Agr., New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, 1978
’Barbara J. Slott .......................................................................Missoula
B.S. in W.Bio., University of Montana, 1977
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
ANTHROPOLOGY
2Kathleen D. Brasel.................................................... Nickerson, Kansas
B.A., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1974 
William J. Dakin.....................................................................Martin City
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1971 
’Patricia M. Ingram.........................................................................Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
ART
2Nancy Maude Dickinson......................... Grand Forks, North Dakota
B.F.A., University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, 1976
Robert Stephen Wick............................................................ Great Falls
B.F.A., University of Montana, 1975
BOTANY
2Marilyn Frances Crane Keller................................................. Missoula
B.A., San Jose State College, California, 1961
Patricia L. Meinhardt................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
2David M. O’Malley................................................ Madison, Wisconsin
B.S., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1974
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS 
Joyce Irene Forrester....................................................................... Dillon
B.S., Purdue University, W. Lafayette, Indiana, 1979 
’Kim Luckman McCann.......................................................... Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1978 
Susan Lorraine Shea.................................Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
B.S., University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, 1979 
’Rebecca Tribe Slater..................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
ENGLISH 
2JoJametteC. Antonioli..........................................................Philipsburg
B. A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1973 
3Dorothy F auver Diaz................................................................. Missoula
B.S., Central Connecticut State College, 
New Britain, 1951
M.S., Catholic University of America, Washington,
Districtof Columbia, 1959
’Tracey Jordan..................................................................Iowa City, Iowa
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Patricia Ann Kelly .....................................................Hemet, California
B.A., University ofMontana, 1971 
’Ethel M. Cameron MacDonald.................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1961
’Shirley McCall Olson......................................... ...........................Laurel




B.A., University of Montana, 1976
2Susan A. Talbot.......................................................................Missoula
A. B., Radcliffe College, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1952
GEOGRAPHY
Roger Edward Jones....................................................................Helena
B. A., University of Montana, 1972
Patrick J. Landon.............................................................Reno, Nevada
B.S., University of Nevada, Reno, 1975
GERMAN
2Diane M. Clawson.................................................................... Florence
B. A., Seattle Pacific College, Washington, 1969
3Anne Columbus Dobney.......................................................Red Lodge
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
3Nancy Tillman Fetz................................................................. Missoula
B.A., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1968
2G. Angela McLean Nagengast............................................ Great Falls
B.A., College of Great Falls, 1969
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
Bonnie Alvy................................................................................ Lincoln
B.S., College of Great Falls, 1979
’Grant Barnard..........................................................................Stanford
B.A., University of Montana, 1973
Margaret Morrison Blair.................................................... Big Timber
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Karen Marie Brown Herbert.................................................. Missoula
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1977
M. Jeanne Horvath................................................................. Missoula
B.S., Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, 1978
Joan D. Jackson............................................................................Helena
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1978
Susan Geyer McConnell........................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Evansville, Indiana, 1975
’Carol A. Ohman......................................................................Kalispell
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1973
Loretta Schwarzwalder.........................................................Missoula
B.A., Purdue University, W. Lafayette, Indiana, 1975
2Ruth Senter...............................................................................Big Fork
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1971
’Theresa Marie Stoner.............................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
2Eloise K. Thompson............................................................... Missoula
A.B., Knox College, Galesburg, Illinois, 1964
Laurie Weidman-Kodritch .......................................................... Arlee
B.S., State University of New York, Buffalo, 1974
’Charles Lee Whisenhunt ..........................................Cincinnati, Ohio




B.A., College of Wooster, Ohio, 1978
2Richard S. Christen ........................................... Minot, North Dakota
B.S. in Educ., Minot State College, North Dakota, 1975
Daniel Frost Gallacher............................................................ Missoula
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1976
Margaret E. Hendershot ..........................................Detroit, Michigan
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
Scott Gregory Long ..................  Missoula
B.S., Dallas Baptist College, Texas, 1974
Robert Alexander McHugh..................................................... Missoula
B.A., B.A., University of Montana, 1974, 1975
Delores Jean Morrow ..............................................  Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
William Charles Summers.................................Clay Center, Kansas
B.A., B.S., University of Kansas, Lawrence, 1969, 1974
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION
2Charlene Ann Berquist .....................................Coeur d’Alene, Idaho
B.A., Western Washington University, Bellingham, 1977
Susan Edla Billing ................................................................Miles City
B.A., College of Great Falls, 1971
'Connie Boros Bullis .................................................................Choteau
B.A., University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 1973 
’Louis Neal Elmore ...................................................................Missoula
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1953
M.B.A., Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1966 
'Claudia Krenz ............................................ Grand Junction, Colorado
B.A., Idaho State University, Pocatello, 1970
3Dana M. Munson ...........................................................  Dodson
B.A., Dana College, Blair, Nebraska, 1974
2Carol A. Schifman ...........................................Kansas City, Missouri
B.S., Oregon State University, Corvallis, 1978 
2Van R. Wickman ...........................................................................Helena
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1969
JOURNALISM
Mary Patricia Kelly.........................................................................Butte
B.A., Saint Mary College, Leavenworth, Kansas, 1976
2Pamela Patrick Langley ............................................................. Helena
B.A. in Jour., University of Montana, 1969
David L. Lee ............................................................................. Missoula
B.S., Florida State University, Tallahassee, 1970 
Thomas Scott Newmann ....................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1970
MATHEMATICS
3Brett Dalrymple .........................................................Denver, Colorado
B.A. in Educ., University of Montana, 1975
’Mark Richard Eastman........................................................... Missoula
B.A., Colorado College, Colorado Springs, 1974
Graduate Degrees
PHYSICS
Steven Raymond Bryan ......................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1979
PSYCHOLOGY
2Karen Huth Eiblmayr..............................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
’Jeffrey F. Heider ..............................................Menominee, Michigan
B.S., Michigan State University, 1975
Paul D. Retzlaff ................................................... Fargo, North Dakota
B.A., University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, 1979 
’Michael J. Schulein ........................................Waterford, Connecticut
B.A., G°nza8a University, Spokane, Washington, 1978 
’Cheryl Spitzer.................................................Milwaukee, Wisconsin
B.A., University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, 1976
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
Joel Gustafson.............................................................................Billings
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1979
Carol S. Holte......................................................... Anchorage, Alaska
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
SOCIOLOGY
’Don Agan.................................................................................Missoula
B.A., California State College, Stanislaus, 1977
’Bruce Edward Fryar.............................................................. Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1974 
’Cheryl A. Hall..............................................Ashfield, Massachusetts
B.A., University of Massachusetts, Boston, 1976
SPANISH
’Kathryn Weber Law ........................................................................ Lolo
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1954
’Teresa S. Ventrell Longo .......................................................... Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
ZOOLOGY
’Jonathan E. Bjorklund........................................ Berkeley, California
B.A., Prescott College, Arizona, 1973
’Gary D. Miller................................................Overland Park, Kansas
B.S., Oregon State University, Corvallis, 1975
William E. Wright III ........................................ Mondovi, Wisconsin
B.S., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1977
Advanced & Professional Degrees
SCHOOL OF LAW
The candidates will be presented by John O. Mudd, 
Dean of the School of Law
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR
Benjamin R. Anciaux ...................... ................... Seattle, Washington
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Sarah Utgaard Arnott..............................................................Missoula
B.A., St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1955
Bruce Oliver Bekxedahl ...............................Williston, North Dakota
B.S., Rocky Mountain College, Billings, 1976
Lane Kenneth Bennett..............................................................Kalispell
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Elizabeth Allaire Best .............................................  Great Falls
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
Michael Joseph Best .................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Deborah Joan Bishop............................................................... Billings
B.A., Wellesley College, Massachusetts, 1974
Karl Henry Boehm................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Richard R. Buley................................................................... Great Falls
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1977
Linda M. Norem Burnham.......................................................Kalispell
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1976
Alan Clair Chase .................................................................... Missoula
B.S., Northern Michigan University, Marquette, 1972
Chris P. Christensen .............................................................. Kalispell
B.S., Rocky Mountain College, Billings, 1977
Barbara J. Conrad..........................................................Columbia Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
Gary Leslie Day ................................................. Menahga, Minnesota
B.S., Moorhead State College, Minnesota, 1974
Colleen M. Dowdall..................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Nancy K. Moe Dye .................................................................. Missoula
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1978
Kenneth R. Dyrud.................................................................... Conrad
With High Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1975
Marcia Ann Eidel .................................................................Great Falls
B.A. in Jour., University of Montana, 1972
Caroline Ann Emmons ..........................................Albany, New York
With Honors
A. B., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1971
Thomas Joseph Esch ............................................................... Missoula
B. A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1975
Advanced & Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR (Continued)
Carol Jean Everly.......................................................................... ...
With High Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1972
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Elizabeth L. Griffing ..............................................................Missoula
A. B., Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts, 1977
Jerry D. Guenther ................................................................... Dagmar
B. S., Washington State University, Pullman, 1977
Mary E. Harney ...................................................................  Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Donna Grindell Heffington...................................................Missoula
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
Arnie Alan Hove............................................................................Circle
B.S., College of Great Falls, 1978
’Carol Jean Lassila............................................................... Great Falls
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1974
Laura Lee ....................................................................................Forsyth
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1971
Kenneth D. Leuthold........................................................................ Molt
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1956 
M.B.A., Harvard Graduate Business School,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1966
Steven A. Lobdell ................................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Gregory A. Luinstra ............................................................... Choteau
With Honors
B.A., Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1975
Jeremiah C. Lynch ......................................................................... Butte
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1973
M.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1977
Robert Stephen Marcott ....................................................... Missoula
B.A., Western Illinois University, Racomb, 1974
Carey E. Matovich....................................................................... Jordan
With Honors
B.A. in Jour., University of Montana, 1975
Daniel Robert McCarthy.......................................................Anaconda
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1978
B.A., University of Montana, 1977 ■
James Donald McKenna........................................................Hamilton
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1978
Paul Carl Meismer..................................................................... Billings
With Honors
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1978
Jayne Mitchell ........................................................................Cut Bank
B.S. in Educ., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1973
Mary Ann Pimley Moog .............................................................. Joplin
With Honors
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1975
Gregory S. Mullowney........................................................... Missoula
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, 1978
Advanced & Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR (Continued)
Karl E. Nagel..........................................................................Great Falls
B.A. in Jour., University of Montana, 1977
Eric H. Nelson........................................................................... Missoula
With Honors
B.A., Claremont Men’s College, California, 1964
Robert Arthur Nelson ..................................... .................... Great Falls
B.A., Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, 1977
Lawrence James Nistler .....................................................Plenty wood
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Brenda Gale Nordlund....... .......................................................... Malta
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
James Patrick O’Brien.................. ........................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Robert Kelly Ogg ...................................................................... Missoula
With Honors
B.S., United States Air Force Academy, Colorado, 1969
J. R. Orizotti ..................................................................................... Butte
A. B., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1977
Rexford L. Palmer....................................................................Missoula
B. A., University of Montana, 1978
Daniel J. Parent............................................................... ;............... Butte
B.A. in Educ., B.A., University of Montana, 1976, 1977
Lance Pedersen ............................................................................Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
’Robert Murray Peterson ........................................................ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1977
With Honors
B.A. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1978
Ross Patrick Richardson ............................................................... Butte
B.S., Montana School of Mineral Science & 
Technology, Butte, 1978
Charles K. Sande .........................................................................Billings
With High Honors
B.S., M.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1975, 1976
Kent Pierce Saxby ...................  Helena
B.S. in B.Ad., Walla Walla College,
College Place, Washington, 1977
J. Kim Schulke .......... Helena
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
Karl Paul Seel .......................................................................... Bozeman
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1978
John Edward Seidlitz, Jr.......................................................... Chester
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Addison Sessions III .................................................................. Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1976
Patrick R. Sheehy ........................................................................Billings
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1976
Andrew Marc Small................................................................... Billings
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1974
Dan L. Spoon............................................................................... Laurel
B.S. in B.Ad., University of Montana, 1977
Advanced & Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR (Continued]
Carolyn S. Stoehr ............................................................... Great Falls
B.A., University of Maryland, College Park, 1972
John Joseph Thiebes ........................................................... Great Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
Arthur J. Thompson .....................................................................Laurel
B.A., University of Montana, 1978
Curtis George Thompson.......................................................... Billings
B.S. in Educ., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1977
William Kelly Van Canagan................................................. Missoula
A. B., Stanford University, Palo Alto, California, 1978
Samuel M. Warren...................................................................Florence
B. A., Western Maryland College, Westminster, 1975
Joseph Michael Weber............................................................ Fairview
B.S., Seattle University, Washington, 1975
Bruce M. Wilson .....................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1975
Opal Winebrenner ..................................................................Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
Graduate Degrees
The candidates will be presented by Raymond C. Murray, 
Dean of the Graduate School
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Elaine Colie ............................................................ Wayne, New Jersey
B.A., Paterson State College, New Jersey, 1972
M.E., Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, 1974 
Dissertation: Hole and Responsibilities of Resource Teachers 
of the Educationally Handicapped in the State of Montana.
’Sheila Elaine Greene ....................... .......Queens Village, New York
B.S., Howard University, Washington, District of Columbia, 1964 
M.S., University of Montana, 1969 
Dissertation: Jamaican Campus Plants—The Vines
’Gary L. Hall .................................................................................. Helena
B.A., B.A., M.S., Central Washington College of Education, 
1963, 1964, 1969
Dissertation: The Teaching of Ecology in a Novel and Relevant 
Wilderness Setting and Its Effects on the Ecological Thinking, 
Feeling, and Perceiving of Elementary School Youth
Rod A. Lincoln .......................................................................... Missoula
B.A. in Educ., M.E., University of Montana, 1965, 1970 
Dissertation: Current Practices in the Administration 
of Student Activity Finances in Selected Montana 
Public Secondary Schools
Joseph Franklin McDonald..........................................................Ronan
B.A. in Educ., M.S., University of Montana, 1958, 1965 
Dissertation: A Comparison of Accreditation Influences on 
Community Colleges in the Northwest Region with Tribally 
Controlled Community Colleges in the United States
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
BOTANY
Constantine Anthony Lapasha .............Sparks-Glencoe, Maryland
B.S., Towson State College, Baltimore, Maryland, 1976
’Peter Edward Zager ..........................................Kalamazoo, Michigan
B.S., M.A., Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, 1973, 1976 
Dissertation: The Influence of Logging and Wildlife on Grizzly 
Bear Habitat in Northwestern Montana
Allan Edward Zipf ......................................................Cleveland, Ohio
B.S., Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, 1975
CHEMISTRY
Ming Fai Tam.............................................. San Francisco, California
B.S., University of California, Davis, 1974





B.S. in For., M.S., University of Montana, 1953, 1975 
Dissertation: The RARE II Decision: A Study of an Organization 
and Its Environment
James William Lieb..................................................................Missoula
A. B., University of California, Berkeley, 1965
M.S., California State University, Humbolt, Arcata, 1973 
Dissertation: Activity, Heart Rate and Associated Energy 
Expenditure of Elk in Western Montana
Alan Graham McQuillan ....................................................... Missoula
B. S., City University, London, England, 1970
M.S.F., University of Montana, 1972
Dissertation: Evaluating Timberland Allocation and 
Management Intensity
’Wyman C. Schmidt.................................................................. Bozeman
B.S. in For., M.S., University of Montana, 1958, 1971 
Dissertation: Effects of Stand Density and Associated 
Factors on Development of Young Larix Occidentalis
Christopher W. Servheen ...................................................... Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1973
M.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1975
Dissertation: Ecology and Management of the Grizzly Bear in 
the Mission Mountains, Montana
3Steven Daryl Tesch ............................................................... Missoula
B.S. in For., M.S., University of Montana, 1973, 1975 
Dissertation: Aboveground Biomass Yields for Short Rotation 
Ponderosa Pine Stands in Western Montana
GEOLOGY
Ann Leslie Chalmers Stradley .............................................. Bozeman
B.S., M.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1967, 1968
HISTORY
Daniel John Smith ................................................................. Missoula 
B.A., M.A., Catholic University of America, Washington,
District of Columbia, 1963, 1964
Dissertation: Profiles of the Self in History: Three Case 
Studies of the Interrelationship of the Individual 
and Society
MATHEMATICS
’Gerald Lee Caton ................................................Seattle, Washington 
B.A., Western Washington College, Bellingham, 1962
M.S., Oregon State University, Corvallis, 1965
Dissertation: Qualitative Analysis of a Class of Nonlinear 




2Lucimar Nova.............................. Bogota, Colombia, South America
Equiv. to U.S. Bachelors Degree, Universidad Pedagoica, 
Colombia, South America, 1974
Equiv. to U.S. Masters Degree, Universidad National
De Colombia, South America, 1977
Dissertation: Some Fixed Points Theorems
MICROBIOLOGY
Thomas George Douglass ............................. Long Beach, California
B.S., California State College, Long Beach, 1972 
Dissertation: Mechanisms of Intestinal Immunity to Eimeria 
falciformis var. pragensis in Mice
2Eric Charles Brian Milner ......................................................Hamilton
A. B., University of California, Berkeley, 1972
M.S., Univesity of Montana, 1976
Dissertation: Characterization of an Antigen of 
Neisseria Gonorrhoeae
PSYCHOLOGY
Mark Carey Bordewick........................................................... Missoula
B. S., University of South Dakota, Vermillion, 1976
M.A., University of Montana, 1978
Dissertation: A Comparison of Cognitive vs. Behavioral 
Assertiveness Training Emphasizing Validation of 
Role Play
Carol Austin Bridgwater ................................ Claremont, California
A. B., Stanford University, California, 1976
M.A., University of Montana, 1980
Dissertation: The Assessment of Children’s Food Consumption, 
Self-reported Food Preferences and Nutritional Knowledge: 
A Methodological Study
’Irene Diane Bugge ...............................................Seattle, Washington
B. S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1973
M.A., University of Montana, 1977
Dissertation: Development of a Behavioral Role-Play Test 
to Measure Parental Coping with Chronic Childhood 
Illness (Cystic Fibrosis)
’Leland J. Dayley ..................................................................... Missoula
B.A., Weber State College, Ogden, Utah, 1967
M.A., University of Montana, 1975
Dissertation: Self-Perception Theory and the Effects of
Facial Expression on Mood States
’Richard A. Dill......................................................... Lincoln, Nebraska
A.B., University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 1973
M.S., University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, 1974 




Daniel Thomas Fox .......................................... Kendallville, Indiana
B.S., Manchester College, Indiana, 1975
M.A., Marshall University, West Virginia, 1975
Dissertation: How Television Commercials and Age Affect 
Children’s Knowledge and Attitudes About Nutrition and 
Their Eating Behavior
Michael Robert Gurski ....................................... Clifton, New Jersey
B.S., Baylor University, Waco, Texas, 1971
M.A., Stephen Austin State University, Nacogdoches, 
Texas, 1975
’Elizabeth Parker Hess ,........................................................... Missoula
A. B., Stanford University, California, 1969
M.A., University of Montana, 1978
Dissertation: Perceived Sex-Role Attitudes in Self and Others 
as a Determinant of Differential Assertiveness in 
College Males
M. Joan Hess ............................................................................Missoula
B. A., Kent State University, Ohio, 1975
M.A., University of Montana, 1978
Dissertation: A Comparison of Beck’s Cognitive Therapy 
and Jogging as Treatments for Depression
2Nancy Kaser-Boyd....................................................Portland, Oregon
B.A., Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, Washington, 1973
M.A., University of Montana, 1979
Dissertation: The Effectiveness of Parent-Skills Training 
in the Amelioration of Child Abuse
’Maxwell Robert Knauss ........................   Missoula
B.A., University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 1974
M.A., University of Montana, 1978
Dissertation: The Effects of Scheduling of Therapeutic 
Contact Upon Weight Loss and Maintenance in a Behavorial 
Weight Reduction Program
Miles Emery McFall ............................................Seattle, Washington
B.A., California State College, Fullerton, 1975
’Jay Richard Palmatier............................................................ Missoula
B.S., St. Lawrence University, Canton, New York, 1973
M.A., University of Montana, 1978
Dissertation: An Investigation of the Relationship Between 
Self-Actualization, Meaning in Life, and 
Personal Mortality
’Carlo Piccione ..........................................................Detroit, Michigan
B.S., Michigan State University, East Lansing, 1974
M.A., University of Montana, 1978
Dissertation: A Group Comparison of Subject’s Predictions of 
Performance and Actual Experimental Performance: Hypnotic 
Deafness and the Hidden Observer Phenomena
Nancy Kay Mehrkens Stebley ........................Red Wing, Minnesota
B.A., Bemidji State University, Minnesota, 1975
M.A., University of Montana, 1980
Dissertation: A Comparative Test of Ego-biased Versus 




Rochelle Lynn Winnett.... ....................................... Bronx, New York
A. B., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1975
M.A., University of Montana, 1979
Dissertation: The Comparative Effects of Literal and 
Metaphorical Subliminal Stimulation on the Activation of 
Oedipal Fantasies in Dart-Throwing and Word-Recall Tasks
SOCIOLOGY
’Robert J. Kus .........................................................Seattle, Washington
B. A., Cleveland State University, Ohio, 1968
Dissertation: I Am Gay: An Ethnography of Coming Out 
and Family Relationships
ZOOLOGY
2Dona Fawcett Boggs.......................................Boston, Massachusetts
A. B., Radcliffe College, Massachusetts, 1972
Dissertation: Respiratory Adaptations of a Burrow-Dwelling 
Bird to Hypoxia and Hypercarbia
Terrence Rowley Mace ...................................Dover, Massachusetts
B. A., Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1968
M.S., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1971
Dissertation: Causation, Function, and Variation in the 
Vocalizations of the Northern Jacana
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Honorary Degrees
The candidates will be presented by Donald E. Habbe,
Academic Vice President
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF LETTERS
Norman Maclean.........................................................Chicago, Illinois
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
Gerald W. Prescott ............................................ Wyoming, New York
CANDIDATES
FOR COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS, SECOND LIEUTENANTS 
UNITED STATES ARMY
4James O. Billey 
4Dwane P. Davis 
2Norman A. Fox III
Distinguished Military Graduate
4Carmen L. Gisselbeck 
’Cynthia Rhein Howard 
4Doug W. Krehbiel
Distinguished Military Graduate
4Vanessa M. Ceravolo Kuntz
Distinguished Military Graduate
4Ernest D. Larios 
’Garrett R. Miller 
’Richard A. Muse 
4Mark E. Patton 
4Gary J. Proulx 
’Richard R. Rhodes 
4Perry H. Roys 
4John V. St. Peter 
4Thomas L. Tower 
4Curtis D. Weiler 
4Patricia A. Zuelke
’Commission granted as of 31 Jul 80
’Commission granted as of 19 Dec 80
’Commission granted as of 20 Mar 81
Commission granted as of 12 Jun 81
Awards & Prizes
MOST INSPIRATIONAL FACULTY AWARD
B. Riley McClelland, Assistant Professor of Forestry, has 
been named the most inspirational faculty member for the 
1979-80 year. The recipient was selected by a vote of the 
seniors graduated in 1979-80. The selection of this award is 
administered by Silent Sentinel, a student service 
organization. A cash award is presented to the recipient by 
the University of Montana Alumni Association.
DISTINGUISHED RESEARCHER AWARD
Horst Jarka, Professor of Foreign Languages and Literatures, 
has been selected to receive the Distinguished Researcher 
Award. The recipient was selected by the Research 
Advisory Council. The University of Montana Foundation 
presents a cash award to the recipient.
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD
J. Martin Burke, Associated Professor of Law, has been 
selected to receive the Distinguished Teaching Award. The 
recipient was selected by the Faculty Development 
Committee. The University of Montana Foundation presents 
a cash award to the recipient.
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD
Walter N. King, Professor of English, has been selected to 
receive the Distinguished Teaching Award. The recipient 
was selected by the Faculty Development Committee. The 
University of Montana Foundation presents a cash award to 
the recipient.
Awards & Prizes
John P. Acher Memorial Award (Law) 
Nancy K. Moe Dye, Missoula, MT 
Alpha Delta Kappa Scholarship (Education) 
Nancy Jean Graffius, Missoula, MT
American Chemical Society Analytical Division Award
Antonios G. Koures, Missoula, MT 
American Judicature Society Awards (Law)
Kenneth R. Dyrud, Conrad, MT 
Caroline A. Emmons, Albany, NY 
Carol Jean Everly, Butte, MT 
Thomas M. France, Missoula, MT 
Donna K. Heffington, Missoula, MT 
Gregory A. Luinstra, Choteau, MT 
Carey E. Matovich, Jordan, MT 
Paul C. Meismer, Billings, MT 
Mary Ann Moog, Joplin, MT 
Eric H. Nelson, Helena, MT 
Robert K. Ogg, Missoula, MT 
Richard A. Reep, Missoula, MT 
Charles K. Sande, Billings, MT 
Walter R. Ames Memorial Award (Education) 
Sheila Stearns, Missoula, MT
Anaconda Copper Company Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Gail Franchi, Boulder, MT
Arthur Andersen and Company Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Steve Potts, Great Falls, MT
Don Anderson Memorial Grant (Journalism)
Larry Gilbert, Missoula, MT
Eugene Andrie Award in Strings (Music) 
Sarah Thornton, Missoula, MT
Lorraine Andrie Prize for Musical Excellence
Sarah Thornton, Missoula, MT
Emmett C. Angland Memorial Award (Law) 
Donna K. Heffington, Missoula, MT
Mme. Louise G. Arnoldsen, Docteur et Lettres de l’Universite de Paris 
Memorial Award in French (Outstanding Graduate Student)
Joan Jones, Kearney, NE
Association of Governmental Accountants (Business Administration) 
James Fewer, Glasgow, MT
Bancroft-Whitney Award (Law) 
Kenneth Robert Dyrud, Missoula, MT 
Eric H. Nelson, Kalispell, MT 
Edward Barry Memorial Scholarship (Forestry) 
James Gates, Stevensville, MT
Edward E. Bennett Memorial Scholarship (History)
Matthew Hansen, Missoula, MT 
Raymond J. Bennett-MSPA Scholarship (Pharmacy)
Clark M. Lyda, Kalispell, MT
Blackfoot Forest Protective Association Award (Forestry)
Susan Klein, Sherman Oaks, CA 
Bill Kohlbrand, Chicago, IL 
Mitch Kunzman, Warren, NJ
Awards & Prizes
Dorothy and Halward Blegen Memorial Scholarship
Elizabeth Wilson, Missoula, MT
Bristol Award (Pharmacy)
Russell D. Symbal, Green Bay, WI
Roger Buckhahn Memorial Award (Forestry)
Wayne Brainerd, Roxbury, NY
Olaf J. Bue Memorial Award (Journalism)
Gwinn Dyrland, Highwood, MT
Butte Press Club Award (Journalism)
Mark Grove, LaGrange, KY
Campus Art Awards
Robert Hocking, Missoula, MT
Barbara Hursh, Missoula, MT
Stephen Morse, Brookhaven, MS
David Mai, Missoula, MT
Steve Carlson Award (Football)
Kent Clausen, Missoula, MT
Linus J. Carleton Scholarship (Education)
Barbara A. Johannsen, Sunburst, MT
Castle Brothers Scholarship (Forestry)
Eugene Wilkes, Jr., Guthrie, OK
Glen Chaffin Award (Journalism)
Maureen Henneke, Choteau, MT
Champion International Corporation Scholarships
(Business Administration)
James A. Ford, Moscow, ID
Joan L. Wood, Great Falls, MT
Champion Internatinal Corporation Scholarship Award (Forestry)
Jack Woods, Castlegar, B.C., Canada
Chemistry Alumni-Faculty Award
Dean L. Farnham, Missoula, MT
Randy D. Lindeman, Billings, MT
Earl F. Clark Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Kenneth P. Pitt, Missoula, MT
Robert E. Vor, Fergus Falls, MN
Sidney J. Coffee Scholarships (Pharmacy)
Jack W. Armstrong, Choteau, MT
Janet S. Coombs, Walnut Creek, CA
Kelly K. O’Neill, Littleton, CO
Robyn R. Richmond, Laurel, MT
James W. Rolle, Carrington, ND
Judith A. VanderLinde, Missoula, MT
George Converse Memorial Scholarship in Piano
Karla Burnett, Des Moines, IA
Connie Craney Award (Radio-Television)
Denise Dowling, Helena, MT
Davis Brothers Scholarship (Pharmacy)
Eugene M. Petrilli, Choteau, MT
Dean’s Award to the Outstanding AFIT Student (Business Administration) 
Richard Prins, Webb City, MO
Awards & Prizes
Dean’s Award (Law)
Robert S. Marcott, Missoula, MT
Dean’s Scholarship (Business Administration)
Lynn Prebil, Helena, MT
Debate and Oratory Award (Associated Students of University of Montana) 
Jean Anita Stroble, Glasgow, MT
Mary Decker Award (Journalism)
Nicolyn Rosen, Bozeman, MT
Deloitte, Haskins and Sells Scholarship (Business Administration)
Corey Edens, Cut Bank, MT
Terry G. Dillon Award (Football)
Wayne Harper, Livingston, MT
The Dragstedt Award (Basketball)
Craig Zanon, Kalispell, MT
Duniway Book Award
Gary Andrew Parks, Philipsburg, MT
Doris Dundas Memorial Scholarship in Voice
David W. Simmons, Missoula, MT
Donald R. Durgin Memorial Award (Journalism)
Ronald Peterson, Alameda, CA
John Eaheart Memorial Award (Basketball)
Rodrick Brandon, Norwalk, CA
Ephron Award for Excellence in Classical Languages
Leslie Heizer, Billings, MT
Michael John Mayer, Lima, MT
Sadie Erickson Award (Journalism)
Gary Green, Missoula, MT
Daniel O’Boyle, Kalispell, MT
Estwing Award (Geology)
Jonathan Achuff, Missoula, MT
Nora Staael Evert’s Professional Achievement Awards (Physical Therapy) 
Joyce F. Dougan, Missoula, MT
Gary F. Lusin, Missoula, MT
Faculty Scholarship (Business Administration)
Christa Drogitis, Missoula, MT
Steve Forbis Merit Award (Journalism)
Daniel Slothower, Minnetonka, MN
Foreign Languages and Literatures Book Award, In Memoriam 
to Paul and Perk Bischoff
Shelly Nelson, Missoula, MT
Forestry Alumni Memorial Scholarship
Peter Zimmerman, Salem, OH
Forestry Club Loan Fund Scholarships
Jocelyn Dodge, Montpelier, VT
Mindi Federman, Margate, NJ
Kris Hicks, Norton, OH
Paul Hutter, Wilmette, IL
Sandy Mack, Somerville, OH
Naomi Martin, Miles City, MT
Marg Morrison, Williamsville, NY
Nancy Ross, Sharon, PA
Dennis Sandbak, Deer Lodge, MT
William Wood, Long Branch, NJ
Awards & Prizes
Forestry Dean's Service Award
Risa Lange, Missoula, MT
Frank Maus, Westwood, MA
French Award in Memory of Professor Rudolph O. Hoffman 
(Outstanding Senior in French)
Tracy Goggins, Laurel, MT
French Consul’s Book Award (Outstanding Junior)
Dan Blankstein, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
Fulbright Award to Austria
Shelda Maier, Missoula, MT
Fulbright-Hays Grant: Teaching Assistant to France
Tracy Goggins, Laurel, MT
Galusha, Higgins and Galusha Scholarships (Business Administration) 
Doug Eisinger, Whitefish, MT
Terie Wasserman, Great Falls, MT
James W. Gebhart Award (Science Education)
Sylvia Doland, Missoula, MT (Geology)
Dixie Sue Stark, Missoula, MT (Botany)
Geography Faculty Award
Justin R. Ward, Ft. Collins, CO
Geology Faculty Award
James E. Miller, Houston, TX
Bryan E. Stepanek, Fairmont, MN
Golden Helmet Award (Football)
Jay Becker, Atlantic, IA
Great Falls Newspaper Guild Award (Journalism)
Rita Munzenrider, Helena, MT
Great Falls Tribune Award (Journalism)
Lynn Gross, Bigfork, MT
Barbara McElwain, Missoula, MT
Bradley Newman, Helena, MT
Chris Green-Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Michael DeGrosky, Denville, NJ
Risa Lange, Missoula, MT
George and Laurie Harris Scholarship (Education)
Jeanette Fleming, Missoula, MT
Dr. Albert T. Helbing Memorial Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Doreen Manley, Laurel, MT
Charles F. Hertler Award (HPE)
Patrick K. Luebstorf, Fairmont, MN
The Rosslene A. and Donald M. Hetler Memorial Award (Chemistry) 
Timothy D. Browne, Missoula, MT
Home Economics Faculty Award for Outstanding Seniors
Colette Craighead, Missoula, MT
Margaret Ritter, Hamilton, MT
The Herbert Inch Scholarship in Music
Kim Hicks, Missoula, MT
Nancy I. Kuncheff, Fort Peck, MT
International Academy of Trial Lawyers
Curtis G. Thompson, Great Falls, MT
Interpersonal Communication Faculty Award
Margaret Nelson, Mandan, ND
Awards & Prizes
Kim Jarvis Scholarship (Geology) 
Nancy S. Winslow, Polson, MT
Art Jette Memorial Award (Journalism) 
Scott Hagel, Kalispell, MT
Thomas Johnson Award in Strings 
Victor Galindo, Canal Zone, Panama
Bob Kennedy Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Robert Whitehead, Morton, PA
James H. Kilbourne Award (Law) 
Carol Jean Everly, Butte, MT
William G. Kohner Memorial Forestry Awards
Dave Ellis, Wayland, MA 
Virginia Graham, Van Nuys, CA 
Mary Huffman, Wichita, KS 
Lee Ann Prchal, Highland, IL
Larry Larson and Associates Scholarships (Business Administration) 
Jan Hooper, Missoula, MT 
Brett Smith, Helena, MT
Last Chance Press Club Award (Journalism) 
Gregory Gadberry, Anchorage, AK
Lee Newspapers of Montana Award (Journalism) 
Alan Rosenberg, Deerfield Beach, FL
The Lemon Company Student Award (Pharmacy) 
Randly L. Kuiper, Great Falls, MT
N. J. Lennes Undergraduate Award in Mathematics 
David Collett, Stevensville, MT 
Philip Rosine, Missoula, MT 
Jonathan Walther, Missoula, MT
Lilly Achievement Award (Pharmacy) 
Vincent J. Colucci, Anaconda, MT
Melvin and Myrtle Lord Award (Journalism) 
Heidi Bender, Great Falls, MT 
Penny Havlovick, Polson, MT 
Solomon Levy, Sheepshead Bay, NY 
Darrel Mast, Glendive, MT 
Robin Taylor, Butte, MT
The Samuel and Nelly Sinclair Maclay Memorial Award 
Kathy Barrett, Coeur d’Alene, ID (Journalism) 
John Sveen, Livingston, MT (Zoology)
Mary Pat Mahoney Scholarship (Social Work) 
Lisa Demain, Highland Park, IL
Mansfield Library Staff Association Scholarships 
Linda McCulloch, Missoula, MT
Marathon Oil Company Graduate Scholarship (Geology) 
Jerry Kogan, Missoula, MT
Marathon Scholarships (Geology) 
James R. Brownell, Corvallis, MT 
Darla J. Heil, Seeley Lake, MT 
Kurt E. Seel, Missoula, MT
Lowndes Maury Award in Music Composition or Piano 
Cinda Tompkins, Helena, MT
McGladrey Hendrickson and Company Scholarship
Awards & Prizes
(Business Administration)
Jeff Dunlap, Circle, MT
Merck Award (Pharmacy)
Cindy R. Baltz, Coeur d’Alene, ID
Michael A. Sherpe, Roundup, MT
Doris F. Merriam Scholarship Award in Cello
Chris Ranf, Helena, MT
Larry Miller Memorial Award (Football)
Arnie Rigoni, Chicago, IL
Ronald E. Miller Award (Journalism)
Michael Crater, Missoula, MT
Clark Fair, Solodtna, AK
Steve Grayson, Kalispell, MT
Douglas O’Harra, Missoula, MT
Natalie Phillips, Winchester, IN
Amy Stahl, St. Paul, MN
Richard Stripp, Billings, MT
Kurtis Wilson, Missoula, MT
Hamilton Misfeldt and Company Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Joann Gould, Seeley Lake, MT
Missoula Chapter, Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants 
Scholarship (Business Administration)
Cindy Enslow, Kalispell, MT
Missoula County Board of Realtors Scholarship (Business Administration) 
E. Kelly Goode, Missoula, MT
Missoula Multiple Listing Service Scholarship (Business Administration) 
Kathy Ritter, Great Falls, MT
Missoula Orthopedic Supply Junior Achievement Award (Physical Therapy) 
Jean E. Perry, Seattle, WA
Montana Association of Realtors Scholarship (Business Administration) 
William Calhoun, Anaconda, MT
Montana Bankers Association 25 Year Club Scholarship
(Business Administration)
Coleen Tweedy, Cut Bank, MT
The Montana Power Company Scholarships (Business Administration)
Rodney Barnaby, Wibaux, MT
Margaret Ohman, Anaconda, MT
Noelle Paige, Butte, MT
Montana Press Association Dean Stone Award (Journalism)
Deborah Davis, Superior, MT
Stephanie Hanson, Great Falls, MT
Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants Scholarship
(Business Administration)
Hazel Stark, Valier, MT
Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants—Medallion Award 
(Business Administration)
Christine Brummer, Chinook, MT
Montana State Music Teachers Award
Sharon Anderson, Missoula, MT
Sue Hautzinger, Butte, MT
Montana Stockgrowers Association Award (Journalism)
Scott Hagel, Kalispell, MT
Awards & Prizes
Montana Student Bar Award (Law)
Elizabeth Allaire Best, Missoula, MT 
Nancy K. Moe Dye, Missoula, MT 
Elizabeth L. Griffing, Helena, MT 
Laura Lee, Forsyth, MT 
Gregory A. Luinstra, Choteau, MT
Montana Student Bar Outstanding Member Award (Law)
Gregory S. Mullowney, Missoula, MT
Montana Wood Products Association Scholarship Award (Forestry) 
Scott Peterson, Western Springs, IL
Guy Mooney Award (Journalism)
Bonnie Yahvay, Libby, MT
Grant S. Moore Travel Scholarships, for the Bab edh-Dhra’ 
Archaeological Expedition (Religious Studies)
James D. Clowes, Glasgow, MT
Curt Drake, Helena, MT
Martha J. Newby, Hinsdale, IL
Melvin S. Morris Award (Forestry)
Tim Personius, Fremont, CA
Mortar and Pestle Dean’s Award (Pharmacy) 
Sponsored by McNeil Consumer Products Company
Steven W. Normand, Anaconda, MT
Bertha Morton Scholarship (Graduate Students)
Basil Anton, Salt Lake City, UT 
Paul Jay Bach, Missoula, MT 
Eugene R. Berger, Atlanta, GA 
Mark Carey Bordewick, Sioux Falls, SD 
Marcia G. Bragg, Missoula, MT 
Cathy L. Connor, Palo Alto, CA 
Maria Essig, Missoula, MT 
Mildred Fitzpatrick, Missoula, MT 
James D. Hatley, Spokane, WA 
Carey E. Matovich, Hamilton, MT 
Ann V. McCree, Missoula, MT 
Robert M. Mutch, Devon, MT 
Roland Redmond, Golden, B.C., Canada 
Marion Reid, Missoula, MT
Phillip Tourangeau, Salt Lake City, UT
Susan M. Vuke, Ennis, MT 
Leonard S. Young, Orono, ME 
Hugh S. Zackheim, Menlo Park, CA 
Myrick-Hansen Book Award (Forestry)
Elvin D. Fitzhugh, Missoula, MT
National Appellate Advocacy Competition (Law)
Paul C. Meismer, Billings, MT 
Robert A. Nelson, Great Falls, MT 
Brenda G. Nordlund, Malta, MT 
Curtis G. Thompson, Billings, MT
Grace Crane Newman Award (Journalism)
Janet McCormick, Missoula, MT
Allan Nielsen Award (Basketball)
Blaine Taylor, Missoula, MT
1904 Class Prize
Ronald Gary Jeppesen, Missoula, MT (Physics)
Awards & Prizes
Northern Montana Forestry Association Award (Forestry)
Barbara Borchers, Evanston, IL
Mary Fritchen, Great Falls, MT
Jon Hayes, Missoula, MT
Northwestern Bank and Union Trust Company Estate Planning Award (Law) 
Mary Ann Moog, Joplin, MT
Charles Kenneth Sande, Billings, MT
Danny On Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Craig Jourdonnais, Great Falls, MT
Jon Jourdonnais, Great Falls, MT
Order of Barristers (Law)
Thomas J. Esch, Missoula, MT 
Carey E. Matovich, Jordan, MT 
Paul C. Meismer, Billings, MT 
Karl Paul Seel, Missoula, MT 
Curtis G. Thompson, Billings, MT 
Samuel M. Warren, Florence, MT
Outstanding Forestry Senior (Forestry Faculty)
Newman V. Brozovsky, Spokane, WA
Peter L. Clarkson, Winfield, Alberta, Canada 
Paul A. Council, West Chester, PA 
Carla Groenke Woods, Cincinnati, OH 
Timothy L. Personius, Fremont, CA 
Mark D. Tomer, Cincinnati, OH 
Adrian T. Woodward, West Islip, NY
Outstanding Senior Woman in Journalism
Lee Ann Cumley, Helena, MT
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company Scholarship 
(Business Administration)
Jerry Buechler, Cascade, MT
Laurence Perry Scholarship (Music)
Barbara Rowe, Shonkin, MT
Phi Delta Phi Award (Law)
Gregory A. Luinstra, Choteau, MT 
Phi Delta Phi Outstanding Student Award (Law)
Gregory A. Luinstra, Choteau, MT
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Award in Music
John O’Connor, Missoula, MT
Plum Creek Scholarship (Forestry)
Irene B. Reid, Columbia Falls, MT
Prentice-Hall Tax Award (Law)
Mary Ann Moog, Joplin, MT
Presser Foundation Scholarship (Music)
Timothy Meier, Conrad, MT 
James R. Quesenberry Memorial Award (Forestry)
Patricia Barron, Missoula, MT
Florence Reynolds Scholarship in Strings
Ann Negus, Bozeman, MT
Naseby Rhineheart Award (Basketball)
Blaine Taylor, Missoula, MT
Craig Zanon, Kalispell, MT
Awards & Prizes
Naseby Rhineheart Award (HPE)
Terry L. Guptill, Great Falls, MT
David M. Rorvik Award for Interpretive Journalism
Cathy Kradolfer, Missoula, MT 
Susan O'Connell, Great Falls, MT 
Robert Phillips, Ronan, MT
O. R. Rubie Foundation Scholarships (Business Administration) 
Rebecca Hutton, Ashland, MT
Jay Lauer, Sioux Falls, SD
Julia Neils Schoknecht Memorial Scholarship in Piano
Barbara Beck, Deer Lodge, MT
School of Law Service Awards
Sarah A. Arnott, Missoula, MT 
Gary L. Day, Missoula, MT 
Nancy K. Moe Dye, Missoula, MT 
Marcia A. Eidel, Missoula, MT 
Mary E. Harney, Great Falls, MT 
Opal L. Winebrenner, Missoula, MT
School of Pharmacy Faculty Award
Nancy Hoffman, Missoula, MT 
Richard S. Kirk, Billings, MT 
Lisa M. Lundgren, Kalispell, MT 
Jean L. Siebert, Missoula, MT
Scribes Award (Law)
Nancy K. Moe Dye, Missoula, MT 
Scripps-Howard Award (Radio-Television)
Debra Danelson, Scobey, MT
Lindsay McNay, Missoula, MT
James Warren Severy Awards (Science and Public Service)
Jan Flaharty, Potomac, MD (Environmental Studies)
Richard Steffel, Missoula, MT (Environmental Studies) 
Richard Shirley Award (Journalism)
Kurtis Wilson, Missoula, MT
Skari Scholarship (History)
Timothy K. Borchers, Great Falls, MT
Sleeping Giant Chapter, American Society for Personnel Administration 
Scholarship (Business Administration)
Deborah Whitcomb, Miami, FL
Carl J. Snyder Scholarship (Pharmacy)
Eugene M. Petrilli, Choteau, MT 
Smith, Kline and French Award (Pharmacy)
Richard S. Kirk, Billings, MT
Tom Spaulding Memorial Award (Forestry Alumni)
Maria Mantas, Oak Lawn, IL
Agnes Stoodley Memorial Award (HPE)
Jennifer Medland, Polson, MT 
Wanda Raschkow, Helena, MT
Stover and Stover Scholarships (Business Administration)
Daren Moog, Joplin, MT
Awards & Prizes
Student Art Association Cash Awards
Roy Carperftbr, Florence, MT
J. R. Ferriter, Butte, MT
Don Gauld, Missoula, MT
Mel (Mary Ellen) Watkin, Washington, D.C.
Weymouth D. Symmes Memorial Award (Law)
Paul C. Meismer, Billngs, MT
Curtis G. Thompson, Billings, MT
Silas R. Thompson, Jr. Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Susan Kerns, Villisca, IA
Ron Martino, Marysville, OH
Myra Theimer, Billings, MT
Upjohn Achievement Award (Pharmacy)
Nita M. Marceau, Missoula, MT
U.S. Army ROTC Scholarships
Kevin M. Conwell, Red Lodge, MT 
Laura T. Donahue, Missoula, MT 
Vanessa M. Kuntz, Kalispell, MT 
Ronald W. Martino, Jr., Marysville, OH 
Eric D. Odegard, Sun River, MT 
Glenn R. Ross, Hot Springs, MT 
Lamont J. Roth, Bettendorf, IA 
Timothy L. Smith, Coram, MT 
Kevin B. Stewart, Amherst, OH 
Mary J. Thelen, Helena, MT
U.S. Army ROTC Superior Cadet Awards 
Christopher W. Braun, Stanhope, NJ 
Eric D. Odegard, Sun River, MT 
Mary J. Thelen, Helena, MT 
Linda A. Tiffany, Nye, MT
W.S. Book Award (Psychology)
Tamara Ranee Barron, Havre, MT
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award (Business Administration) 
James Mountain, Miles City, MT
Wall Street Journal Award (Law)
Charles Kenneth Sande, Billings, MT
Charles W. Waters Memorial Award (Botany)
Constantine Anthony LaPasha, Sparks-Glencoe, MD 
Arnold Wedum Endowment Scholarhips (Pharmacy and 
Allied Health Sciences)
Michael T. Egan, Great Falls, MT
Thomas E. Hughes, Helena, MT 
Daniel S. Hunt, Missoula, MT 
Julie A. Jackson, Carter, MT 
Arlene F. McKinnon, Lewistown, MT 
Michael E. Metzger, Laurel, MT 
Patricia M. Mitchell, Dillon, MT 
Patricia L. Orlando, Harlem, MT 
Glenda Poole, Stevensville, MT 
Jeffrey A. Seidensticker, Dillon, MT
West Publishing Company Awards (Law)
Nancy K. Moe Dye, Missoula, MT 
Kenneth D. Leuthold, Molt, MT
Awards & Prizes
Western Energy Company Scholarship (Forestry)
Robert Ethridge, III, Hudson, OH
Westkamp Award (Football)
Brian McHugh, Spokane, WA
Thomas Wickes Award
Mel (Mary Ellen) Watkin, Washington, D.C.
Vincent Wilson Professional Achievement in Physical Therapy Award 
Joyce Dougan, Missoula, MT
Women’s Law Caucus Award for Service
Sarah A. Arnott, Missoula, MT
Nancy K. Moe Dye, Missoula, MT
Opal L. Winebrenner, Missoula, MT
Anaconda Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Lynn Gross, Missoula, MT
E. L. Bonner Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Nola Gerth, Glasgow, MT
Boyer Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Mary Prescott, Glasgow, MT
Jane Buttrey Memorial Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Deanna Bornhaft, Billings, MT
Alice Carroll, Missoula, MT
Rebecca Cuff, Hortonville, WI
R. Marc Williams, Hobson, MT
Community College Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
David Heilman, Missoula, MT
Steven Hudspeth, Glendive, MT
Joseph Rehbein, Kalispell, MT
Dufresne Foundation Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Cynthia Fiedor, Missoula, MT
Marla Hargrove, Kansas City, MO
Mark E. Stevens, Whitefish, MT.
Fox Scholarships 80-81 (University Scholarship Committee)
Sandra Acher, Harlem, MT
Bret Argenbright, Helena, MT
Tracey Ashley, Helena, MT
Joseph Barrett, Helena, MT
Sheri Becken, Big Timber, MT
Donald Beckers, Plentywood, MT
Patty Bestgen, Butte, MT
Tom Blastic, Butte, MT
Lisa Boozel, Fromberg, MT
Tracy Bozarth, Kalispell, MT
Susan Bronson, Kalispell, MT
Jerry Buechler, Cascade, MT
Matt Burbank, Power, MT
Evan Clark, Kalispell, MT
Marsha Cotton, Glasgow, MT
Douglas Creel, Helena, MT
Deborah Derrick, Missoula, MT
Dale Ellis, Cut Bank, MT
Gail Franchi, Boulder, MT
Tara Gallagher, Missoula, MT
Larry Garrow, Cut Bank, MT
Nancy Green, Missoula, MT
Awards & Prizes
Helen Hart, Billings, MT
Sue Hautzinger, Butte, MT 
Linda Hinz, Bozeman, MT 
Daniel Kaluza, Havre, MT 
Kristina Karasek, Missoula, MT 
Joe Kerkvliet, Sparks, NV 
Julie Klinkhammer, Ronan, MT 
Vicki Koetitz, Lewistown, MT 
Terry MacDonald, Butte, MT 
Mark Mattioli, Butte, MT 
Anne-Lisa McKinley, Great Falls, MT 
James McNamer, Great Falls, MT 
Chris Miller, East Helena, MT 
Eric Near, Olympia, WA 
Patricia Palmer, Hamilton, MT 
Sherry Petrovich, Anaconda, MT 
Katherine Richards, Missoula, MT 
Marca Robbin, Missoula, MT 
Richard Rolston, Billings, MT 
Tamara Ryan, Butte, MT 
Renae Sampson, Ronan, MT 
Gary Sandoval, Missoula, MT 
Gladys Schmearer, Missoula, MT 
Melodie Smith, Browning, MT 
Jan Speelmon, Mill Iron, MT 
Jean Stroble, Glasgow, MT 
Elizabeth Thompson, Helena, MT 
Pam Udall, Missoula, MT 
Julia Walker, Seeley Lake, MT 
Bernadette White, Reserve, MT 
Deanna Whitley, Great Falls, MT 
Kathryn Willems, Big Timber, MT 
Randy Wood, Missoula, MT 
Margaret Wyckoff, Superior, MT
Marjorie Frost Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Margaret Rogers, Schenectady, NY 
Carole Schmidt, Whitefish, MT
Minnie Spurgin Fullam Memorial Scholarship
Russell Barnhart, Sidney, MT 
Neal Rider, Missoula, MT 
Wayne Ward, Corvallis, MT
Sumner Gerard Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Denise Schottlander, Billings, MT 
Linda Yoshimura, Missoula, MT
Bernice A. Gleed Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Lori Darlington, Butte, MT 
Mike Egan, Great Falls, MT 
Daniel Goldsmith, Chicago, IL 
Fonda Hollenbaugh, Missoula, MT 
Dan Lundquist, Alberton, MT 
Brent Smith, Tonasket, WA
Donald Gute Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Brian Allen, Billings, MT 
Brian Lee, Bellingham, WA
Awards & Prizes
Hammond Scholarships 80-81 (University Scholarship Committee)
Nikki Arras, Missoula, MT 
Timothy Borchers, Great Falls, MT 
Harlan Fredenberg, Kalispell, MT 
Wayne Hiett, Missoula, MT 
James Hansen, Missoula, MT 
Richard Josephson, Big Timber, MT 
Andrew Matosich, Deer Lodge, MT 
Patricia Payton, Power, MT 
David Peterman, Missoula, MT 
Kevin Pratt, Missoula, MT 
Vincent Poore, Billings, MT 
John Rooney, Butte, MT 
Kimberly Ryan, Pasco, WA 
Dave Shiell, Kalispell, MT 
Tony Slevira, Billings, MT 
Diane Tabish, Missoula, MT 
Theresa Walla, Lewistown, MT 
David Worthington, Helena, MT 
Kimme Young, Kalispell, MT 
Van Zimmerman, Wilsall, MT
Haynes Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Margaret Billquist, Anaconda, MT 
Reginald Blunck, Missoula, MT 
Chris Brummer, Chinook, MT 
Susan Buchel, Missoula, MT 
Vanessa Ceravolo, Missoula, MT 
Mike Garrity, Helena, MT 
Yvonne Koziol, Billings, MT 
Nancy Spinier, Hingham, MT 
Marianne Yarmey, Scobey, MT
Heisy Foundation College Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Ronelle Armstrong, Great Falls, MT 
Sheryl Bossing, Lincoln, MT 
Jeannie Collins, Great Falls, MT 
James Donahue, Shelby, MT 
Patricia Doyle, Great Falls, MT 
Cory Edens, Cut Bank, MT 
Jonathan Fellows, Great Falls, MT 
Linda Hallfrisch, Vaughn, MT 
Julie Hanson, Missoula, MT 
Barb Johannsen, Sunburst, MT 
Shellie Kelley, Bozeman, MT
Eileen Koontz, Belt, MT 
Tom Kunz, Great Falls, MT 
Susan Lee, Great Falls, MT 
Wendy Leiner, Fargo, ND 
Steven Potts, Great Falls, MT 
Mary Rathman, Choteau, MT 
Janet Rice, Great Falls, MT 
Kelly Rosenleaf, Great Falls, MT 
Barb Rowe, Shonkin, MT 
Steve Schmaus, Great Falls, MT 
Geraldine Searles, Missoula, MT 
William Searles, Missoula, MT
Awards & Prizes
Hazel Stark, Valier, MT
Sheri Spurgin, Great Falls, MT
Lonie Stimac, Great Falls, MT
Leslie Sweeney, Great Falls, MT
Tracy Tobin, Missoula, MT
Coleen Tweedy, Cut Bank, MT
Joan Wood, Great Falls, MT
Marie Holder Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Christine Tennant, Crooked River Ranch, OR
Long Brothers Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Kevin Bill, Libby, MT
Susan Huslander, Missoula, MT
Todd Riley, Libby, MT
Debra Waldron, Libby, MT
Darren Walsh, Libby, MT
Josie H. Madden Memorial Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Lorrie Henrie, Butte, MT
Tamara Wiggar, Floweree, MT
Lulu L. Miles Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee)
Carol Boland, Helena, MT
Laurie Brock, Helena, MT
Kathryn Buzzas, Helena, MT
Theresa Flanagan, Helena, MT
Suzanne Harris, Helena, MT
Shelly Marcinkowski, Helena, MT
Karen Pfeifer, Blackduck, MN
Susan Powers, Helena, MT
Mary Thelen, Helena, MT
Montana Lung Association (University Scholarship Committee)
Robyn Richmond, Aloha, OR
Northwest Peterbilt Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
James Fewer, Glasgow, MT
Dori Middleton, Clarion, IA
Phi Sigma Kappa Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee) 
Wayne Kimmet, Billings, MT
Patrick Risken, Polson, MT
Kurt Seel, Missoula, MT
Olive M. Rector Memorial Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Leslie Heizer, Billings, MT
Wade Riechel Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Jan Breidenbach, Missoula, MT
Nancy Kuncheff, Fort Peck, MT
Dosia J. Shults Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Kelly Braun, Loma, MT
Shannon Green, Big Sandy, MT
Van Bremer Scholarships (University Scholarship Committee)
Brian K. Allen, Billings, MT
Michael Metzger, Laurel, MT
Robin Peterson, Billings, MT
Robyn Richmond, Aloha, OR
Richard Rolston, Billings, MT
Lorrie Stinchfield, Billings, MT
Awards & Prizes
Marie H. Wallace Scholarship (University Scholarship Committee) 
Matthew Bishop, Polson, MT 
Michael Black, Havre, MT 
Thomas Blakely, Livingston, MT
Tom Boos, Billings, MT 
Craig Brown, Conrad, MT 
Paul Clark, Billings, MT 
Tara DePuy, Livingston, MT 
Kathryn Driscoll, Butte, MT 
Larae Dufresne, Laurel, MT 
Peter Ellis, Conrad, MT 
John Etienne, Troy, MT 
John Fabrega, Missoula, MT 
Jerry Fries, Lewistown, MT 
Susan Fuchs, Lolo, MT 
Matt Hadwin, Missoula, MT 
Stacy Hale, Whitefish, MT 
Patricia Hawbaker, Shelby, MT 
Arlene Hazen, Highwood, MT 
Michael Hemmer, Missoula, MT 
Raina Hollenbaugh, Missoula, MT 
Robert H. Johnson, Great Falls, MT 
Robert Kailey, Stevensville, MT 
Yvonne Koziol, Billings, MT 
Maureen Lassey, Bozeman, MT 
Ann Lowery, Missoula, MT 
Tammy Marcum, Missoula, MT 
Andrea Olsen, Missoula, MT 
Rhonda Olsen, St. Ignatius, MT 
Tami Ott, Whitefish, MT 
James Poore, Helena, MT 
Cecilia Sommerville, Missoula, MT 
Thomas Sticht, Fairfield, MT
Watkins Scholarships 80-81 (University Scholarship Committee) 
Jeanie Anderson, Pacific Palisades, CA 
Lar Autio, Missoula, MT 
Timothy Browne, Missoula, MT 
Susan Bulman, Missoula, MT 
James Clowes, Glasgow, MT 
Richard Dramstad, Kalispell, MT 
Harold Fossum, Helena, MT
Theodore Gragson, Guadalajara, Mexico 
Susan Grebeldinger, Glendive, MT 
Sharon Green, Columbia Falls, MT 
Sheila Guslander, Lewistown, MT 
Stephen Ham, Shelby, MT 
Ronald Jeppesen, Missoula, MT 
Joyce Lassise, Dillon Park, MD 
Ann LeBar, Billings, MT 
Shelda Maier, Missoula, MT 
James E. Miller, Houston, TX 
James Mountain, Miles City, MT 
Judy Pfaff, Cascade, MT 
Gina Schmidt, Great Falls, MT 
Janet Siebert, Missoula, MT 
Dixie Stark, Missoula, MT 
Bryan Stepanek, Fairmont, MN 
Henry Yoshimura, Missoula, MT
’T* HE custom of wearing academic gowns, caps, 
* and hoods dates back to about the twelfth cen­
tury. In France, where the degree system probably 
had its inception, the wearing of the cap and gown 
marked the formal admission of the licentate to the 
body of masters. During this period the dress of the 
friars and nuns became fixed, and, since the 
scholars were usually clerics, their robes differed 
little from those worn by other church orders. 
Gradually special forms were set aside for the 
university bodies, and in modified style are the 
costumes worn today. Since academic custom in 
this matter had become somewhat confused, in 1895 
a commission representative of the leading colleges 
met and prepared a code which has been adopted by 
over seven hundred institutions in the United 
States and Canada. A committee of the American 
Council on Education revised the code in 1932.
Doctors wear the round, bell sleeve; the gown is 
faced down the front and barred on the sleeves with 
black velvet or velvet of color indicating the degree; 
the doctor’s hood is large. Masters wear the long 
closed sleeve, with a slit near the upper part of the 
arm; the master’s hood is of more moderate size. 
Bachelors wear the long, pointed sleeve. Hoods are 
lined with the colors of the institution granting the 
degree and are trimmed with velvet of the color 
distinctive of the major subject—for example, arts 
and letters, white; theology, scarlet; law, purple; 
philosophy, dark blue; science, golden yellow; fine 
arts, brown; medicine, green; music, pink; 
commerce, drab; physical education, sage green; 
engineering, orange; pharmacy, olive green; 
forestry, russet; library science, lemon; education, 
light blue; humanities, crimson; economics, copper; 
agriculture, maize; dentistry, lilac; oratory, silver 
gray; public health, salmon pink; veterinary 
science, gray. The Oxford or mortarboard cap, worn 
for each degree, is of black cloth with black tassel, 
except that the doctor’s cap may be of velvet with 
tassel of gold. Unless local custom decrees 
otherwise, tassels are worn over the left temple.
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